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Abstract
This paper presents evidence that the introduction of disclosure regulations governing public tender
offers in France caused an immediate and significant increase in interfirm cash tender offer premia.
Private tender offers are exempted from the disclosure regulations, and offer premia are significantly
lower in private than in public cash tender offers for voting-control. Furthermore, we find that
offer premia are significantly higher in all-cash than in all-stock offers, whether the bid is for
voting-control or a minority buyout. The higher cash-premium, which is not explained by taxes or
regulations, is consistent with an information-signalling effect of the means of payment.
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1. Introduction

A bidder initiating a public tender offer runs the risk that the information in the bid generates

competition for the target shares, increasing the offer price necessary for a successful bid. This

possibility underlies the concern that disclosure regulations effectively deter acquisition activity,

undermining the important disciplinary role played by an active market for corporate control [Jarrell

and Bradley (1980)]. The issue of information revelation is also generic to recent game-theoretic

arguments which relate the means of payment in the takeover (cash vs. securities in the bidder

firm) to the bidder's incentive to exploit and protect his initial informational advantage [Fishman

(1986), Hansen (1987), Eckbo, Giammarino and Heinkel (1987) and, in the general context of selling

securities, Myers and Majluf (1984)]. These information-based arguments complement hypotheses

based on taxes [Rosenfeld (1982), Carleton, Guilkey and Harris (1983)] and agency costs [Jensen

(1986)] in suggesting potential determinants of the impact of the payment method on the level and

distribution of takeover gains.

This paper presents an empirical investigation of the effects of mandatory disclosure rules and

the means of payment on offer premia in public and private tender offers for control and in minority

buyouts. For a tender offer to succeed, the offer price must exceed the expected post-offer target

share price conditional on the information in the bid [Bradley (1980), Grossman and Hart (1980)].

In other words, it is the the offer price net of the post-offer target share price -the information-

adjusted premium- which dictates target shareholders' incentive to tender. Therefore, we use

the information-adjusted premium to test the proposition that disclsoure regulations increase the

bilateral bargaining power of the target firm vis-à-vis the successful bidder, as well as the conjecture

that cash offers compensate tendering target shareholders for the realization of a capital gains tax

liability. Furthermore, we use the offer-induced revaluation of the target shares -the information

effect of the offer- to examine the validity of information-based arguments explaining the impact

of either dislcosure regulations or the payment method on successful bids.

Our experimental setting is the French market for corporate control, which permits important

extensions of the extant, primarely U.S.-based evidence in this area. First, as documented by



Jarrell and Bradley (1980), the average premium in cash tender offers in the U.S. increased from

32 percent to nearly 53 percent after the passage of disclsoure regulations in 1968. 1 Jarrell and

Bradley attribute this premium increase to a combination of disclosure rules and the fact that the

regulations also increased the mandatory minimum tender offer period from zero to ten days. Since

disclosure rules are ineffective when the response time given potential rival bidders is short, such as

in the "Saturday night raids" or "midnight mergers" observed in the U.S. prior to 1968, the impact

of the increase in the minium offer period is potentially important. 2 Thus, it is unclear from Jarrell

and Bradley's study whether disclosure regulations alone can cause a premium increase of the

magnitude they report. Our analysis resolves this ambiguity because a four-week minimum tender

offer period was in effect long before -and was not altered by- the disclosure regulations studied

here. Thus, this paper is the first to test the proposition that disclosure rules per se will have a

significant impact on offer premia in an environment where existing regulations give potential rival

bidders ample time to construct counterbids.

Second, we provide annual time series evidence on the average cash tender offer premium. This

is in response to Nathan and O'Keefe's (1986) finding that takeover premia in the U.S. did not

increase materially until after 1972, which undermines the argument that the average premium

increase documented by Jarrell and Bradley (1980) is a direct consequence of the 1968 Williams

Act (or the subsequent 1970 Amendment). Third, we compare offer premia in public and private

tender offers for control, where the latter are exempted from the disclosure rules governing public

offers. Private tender offers represent privately negotiated controlling-block trades followed by a

1 The 1968 Williams Act requires the bidder to disclose any plans to liquidate the target firm,
merge it or make any changes in its basic corporate structure. See Jarrell and Bradley (1980)
for a description of this (federal) legislation, and its 1970 Amendments. According to Smiley
(1975), compliance with these disclosure regulations has in some cases raised the direct transaction
costs of a tender offer by as much as 25 percent. Further evidence on the impact of the U.S.
regulations is found in Schipper and Thompson (1983), who show that a sample of frequent acquirors
earned significantly negative abnormal returns over the months surrounding announcements of the
introduction of the Williams Act, and in Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983), who report that
gains to acquiring firms are on average lower after 1968.

2 Based on sample of takeover bids where the target management sued the bidder in court,
Jarrell (1985) provides some independent evidence that delaying the execution of a tender offer can
substantially increase the final offer price received by ex post successful targets.
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mandatory 15-day public offer for the remaining (any or all) target shares tendered at the block

price. Since private and public tender offers are closely comparable procedures for acquiring control,

the difference in the offer premia across the two categories of offers provide a unique test of the

impact of the disclsore regulations governing public offers.

Recent evidence reported by Huang and Walkling (1987) indicates that targets in U.S. tender

offers earn significantly larger average announcement-induced abnormal stock returns when the

payment is cash as opposed to stock in the bidder firm." We extend this evidence as well by distin-

guishing potential capital gains tax-effects from the information content of the payment method.

Moreover, we contrast the effect of the means of payment in minority buyouts with that in tender

offers for control. This allows us to test whether the superior information effect associated with

all-cash offers represents expected synergy gains from a post-offer change in the operations of the

target firm, as opposed to the market's reassessment of previously undervalued securities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the main hypotheses and

empirical predictions. The data selection and estimation procedures are contained in section 3,

while Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 5 concludes the paper. A summary of the

institutional characteristics of the French market for corporate control is given in the Appendix.

2. Hypotheses and Empirical Test Strategy

Let P – Ph denote the total offer premium per target share purchased, where P is the offer price

and Ph is the market price of the target shares before any information concerning the forthcoming

tender offer has been revealed to the market. In order to succeed, the offer must be "front-end

loaded", i.e., P > Pe , where Pe is the expected target share price after expiration of the offer. 4 The

value of Pc will differ from the pre-offer price if the tender offer reveals new information concerning

the true value of the target resources. Throughout the paper, we refer to Pc – Ph as the information

effect of the tender offer, and the value of P – Pe as the information-adjusted premium, the latter

3 Wansley, Lane and Yang (1983) and Franks, Harris and Mayer (1987) arrive at a similar
conclusion based on a sample of mergers in the U.S. and the U.K..

4 If P < Pe , non-colluding target shareholders will hold out for Pe and the offer will fail. See
Bradley (1980) and Grossman and Hart (1980a).
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representing target shareholders' incentive to tender their shares. Specifically, target shareholders

expect to receive aP + (1 – cx)Pe per share tendered, where a < 1 is the expected fraction of the

tendered shares that will be purchased by the bidder. 5 Thus, the information-adjusted premium is

worth a(P – Pe) to tendering shareholders, which we refer to as the (per-share) ex post value of the

option to tender. Note that wealth-maximizing bidders minimize Pe –subject to legal constraints–

in order to maximize the value of the tender option.6

Below, we summarize several hypotheses predicting the impact of disclosure regulations and

the means of payment on takeover premia. Hypotheses pertaining to the supply of tendered target

shares are examined cross-sectionally through the value of the information-adjusted premium and

the value of the tender option. Furthermore, hypotheses concerning the degree of information

revelation caused by the takeover bid are examined directly through our measure of the information

effect.

2.1 Potential Effects of Disclosure Regulations.

Increased target-specific information: This hypothesis holds that disclosure regulations effec-

tively constrain the bidder firm to reveal private information concerning the value of the target

resources. For example, the information may indicate that the target resources are undervalued

in their current use, leading the market to reassess the value of the previously undervalued target

shares. Alternatively, the expected takeover gains may be require a post-offer change in the alloca-

tion of the target resources. However, by revealing the nature of this change, the bid may attract

5 In France, the bidder in an oversubscribed public tender offer is required to allocate his purchase
pro rata among tendering shareholders. Thus, a < 1 if the offer is expected to be oversubscribed.

6 The fact that the value of the tender option is independent of the pre-offer target share price
Ph raises the question of whether the bidder can coerce non-colluding target shareholders into
tendering their shares for a total compensation aP + (1 – a)P, < Ph. The evidence in Bradley
(1980) strongly rejects this "corporate raiding" hypothesis on U.S. data [see also Comment and
Jarrell (1987)]. Legal constraints, such as fair-price corporate charter provisions and corporate law
governing the general fiduciary responsibility of management, as well as the possibility of a target
share repurchase (intrafirm tender offer) designed to support the target share price implied by the
firm's current management, help explain this evidence [see also Bradley, Desai and Kim (1987)].
In France, tender offer regulations prohibit the acquiring firm from purchasing additional shares
in the target within one year of purchasing control. Thus, the bidder cannot execute a minority
buyout or merger shortly after acquiring control. The one-year mandatory waiting period gives
minority shareholders added protection if transfer pricing schemes designed to dilute the value of
the target shares ex post are relatively costly to implement for the bidder firm.



competition from other management teams, including the incumbent target management. In either

case, the hypothesis implies that the value of Pe – Ph willl increase as the result of disclosure rules.

We test this proposition by comparing the information effect in (1) cash public tender offers for

voting-control before and after the 1970 disclosure rules and (2) cash public and private control-

oriented tender offers after 1970. The latter comparison is interesting because private tender offers

in France are exempted from the disclosure rules governing public offers.

Increased bidder-specific information: If the resources and know-how required to generate

takeover gains are specific to the bidder firm, then the bidder and target are to some extent locked

in a bilateral monopoly. In this situation, the information disclosed by the bidder may improve the

bargaining position of the target firm. Thus, this hypothesis predicts an increase in the value of

the tender option in successful offers as a result of disclsure rules, representing a rent transfer from

the successful bidder to tendering target shareholders.7

Note that the bidder's prior ownership (if any) in the target creates a potential empirical link

between the magnitude of the information effect and the value of the information-adjusted premium.

In the presence of an offer-induced information effect, the bidder realizes a gain on his prior "toe-

hold" in the target. 8 Competition among bidders possibly grants target shareholders this gain

through an increase in the value of the tender option. Thus, under the hypothesis that disclsore

regulations substantially increase competition among bidder firms, the likelihood of observing this

link between the two premium components increases after 1970.

Substitution of low-value bids: Disclosure regulations which increase the cost of takeovers for

bidder firms are expected to deter marginally profitable public tender offers, effectively truncating

the lower tail of the distribution of bidder gains. The average of this truncated distribution can be

lower or higher than the average observed before the introduction of disclosure rules. The observed

average bidder gain will decrease if the cost-increase affects a broad spectrum of takeover bids. On

the other hand, the observed average bidder gain will increase if a sufficiently large number of tender

7 Using the vernacular of DeAngelo and Rice (1983), disclsure regulations are predicted to in-
crease the 'control premium' in successful tender offers.

8 See also Schleifer and Vishny (1986).



offers exploit unique, bidder-specific resources.' In pursuing the truncation argument, we compare

the gains to bidder and target firms in public and private tender offers after the introduction in

1970 of disclosure rules governing public offers. Given the exemption of private tender offers from

disclosure regulations, the increase in private offers may reflect a substitution of low-value tender

offers from the public to the private offer procedure. If so, we expect the average profitability of

private offers to be lower than the average profitability of public offers after January 1970. To

the extent that disclosure rules force the release of private information, we expect the information

effect to be larger in public than in private tender offers.

2.2. Potential Effects of the Means of Payment.

Capital gains taxes: In countries such as the U.S., U.K., Canada and France, the capital gain

realized by target shareholders is typically not taxable if the payment is entirely in the form of

securities in the bidder firm. 1° The tax hypothesis holds that the marginal target shareholder

realizes a capital gain on the shares sold to the bidder. 11 The implication is that the (before-tax)

value of the tender option is higher in all-cash than in all-stock offers, reflecting a compensation

for the relative tax penalty associated with the former means of payment.

Signalling and adverse selection: If the transacting parties are asymmetrically informed as to

9 That is, quasi-rents from the supply of bidder-specific resources can exist even with full disclo-
sure of the bidder's private information. Note also that a disclosure law, which contains antifraud
provisions with significant penalties, possibly increases the credibility of information disclosed by
the bidder firm. A more credible signal can improve the bidder's bargaining position with the
target as well as reduce the possibility of costly, uninformed bidding by rival firms. For this reason,
disclosure rules may in fact benefit some bidder firm. See also Grossman and Hart (19806).

1° In France, if the tendering shareholder is a corporation and if the corporation purchased the
target shares within two years prior to the offer, the realized capital gain is treated as general
business revenue and taxed at the 50 percent corporate income tax rate. If the shares have been
held for more than 2 years, the realized capital gain is considered "long-term" and taxed according
to a flat rate of 15 percent. If the tendering shareholder is an individual, any capital gains realized
prior to December 31, 1978, is fully tax exempt. After this date (and throughout the rest of our
sample period), the taxation of realized capital gains depends on the total value of the securities
sold. If the total value is less than 150,000 Francs, any capital gain is free. If the value exceeds this
limit, the tax rate is a flat 15 percent. There is an exception to this rule if the individual realizes
gain from what is considered "speculative selling" (a term referring in particular to short selling).
In this case, if the individual's portfolio turnover ratio (i.e., the ratio of the value of the shares sold
to the total value of the individual's portfolio) exceeds 2.6, the individual must choose between a
30 percent flat tax rate and the individual's marginal tax rate on ordinary income.

11 Rosenfeld (1982) discusses the analogous tax hypothesis in the context of share repurchases
(intrafirm tender offers).



the true value of the takeover, then the bidder's choice of payment method is a potential determinant

of the information effect of the tender offer. For example, since an all-cash offer implies that the

bidder alone bears the cost of overpaying for the target, several game-theoretic models predict that

the bidder will use cash only if there is an offsetting signalling benefit. For example, in Fishman

(1986), an all-cash offer signals that the bidder is capable of a relatively high value contribution to

the takeover, which deters competition from other, potential bidders. In Hansen (1987) and Eckbo,

Giammarino and Heinkel (1987), the use of cash signals that the bidder firm has favorable private

information about its own shares. Intuitively, if the bidder firm has private information that its

shares are underpriced, then cash tends to be the preferred medium of exchange. Conversely, if

the bidder shares are overpriced, then exchanging shares may be the preferred strategy for the

bidder firm. Myers and Majluf (1984) analyse the latter adverse selection problem in the context

of security sales, and predict a negative market reaction to a stock issue (net of the present value of

the investment project.) Collectively, these arguments implies that differential information effect

of a cash and a stock-exchange offer is positive for both bidder and target firms.

Agency costs: Jensen (1986) predicts that takeovers financed with cash or debt will generate

additional gains due to a concommittant reduction of agency costs associated with excessive in-

ventories of retained earnings. Jensen argues that in industries where product and factor market

disciplinary forces are relatively weak (such as in new product areas and in activities where existing

assets generate large economic rents) and where future growth opportunities are few, the corporate

control market is particularly important in forcing management to return the firm's "free cash flow"

(i.e., cash flow in excess of that required to fund the firm's positive net present value projects) to

its shareholders. Management has a tendency to resist payouts to its shareholders since payouts

reduce the resources under their control and subjects the firm to the monitoring of the capital mar-

ket as the need for external funding rises. Under this hypothesis, a cash takeover, which reduces

the bidder firm's free cash flow, creates value by reducing the conflict between shareholders and

managers over payout policies. Similarly, acquiring a cash-rich target can create value by issuing

debt, purchasing the target shares with cash, and subsequently repaying the debt with the target's
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free cash flow. Note that since we do not have data on the presence of "free cash flow" in either

the bidder or the target firm, we are unable to empirically distinguish this agency cost hypothesis

from the information-based arguments discussed above.

Securities regulations: In France, as in the U.S., the bidder firm cannot execute a stock exchange

offer until shareholders have authorized issuance of the shares promised in exchange for the target

shares. However, unlike in the U.S., the French stock exchange commission allows the bidder

to go ahead with the stock exchange offer before bidder shareholders have authorized the share

issue. The argument is that the process of obtaining authorization may leak information about the

forthcoming offer, placing the bidder at a competitive disadvantage. This effectively means that

the bidder firm's shareholders can decide whether or not they will go ahead with the offer after the

target shareholders have responded to the bid. While we do not have direct information on the

extent to which the veto right has been excercised, we provide some information on the relevance of

this cancellation right by comparing total offer premia in successful and unsuccessful (potentially

cancelled) securities exchange offers.

Wansley, Lane and Yang (1983) point to a different aspect of securities regulations in the U.S..

They argue that a larger measured information effect of an all-cash offer potentially reflect the

fact a cash-offer can be executed over a shorter time period than a securities exchange offer. The

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission requires that securities offered in exchange for the target

shares be registered prior to consummation of the transaction. A lengthy pre-registration process

can cause information about the forthcoming offer to leak to the market, which will attenuate the

abnormal returns measured relative to the offer announcement. While this may be a problem in

drawing inferences based on U.S. data, we do not observe a materially different registration period

for all-cash than for securities offers in France. 12 Thus, this particular regulatory argument does

riot confound our comparison of cash and securities exchange offers in France.

12 Also, French law explicitly requires the regulatory agencies to keep information about a forth-
coming offer secret until the offer has been formally approved and announced.



3. Data Selection and Estimation Procedures

3.1 Sample Characteristics

Our sample period starts with the first public tender offers in France in 1966 and ends in

December 1982. 13 A total of 306 public tender offers for voting-control, minority buyouts, and

privately negotiated controlling-block trades (private tender offers) involving publicly traded target

firms took place over this seventeen-year period. 14 Of these 306 takeover bids, 256 offers for 239

different firms qualify for inclusion in our data base. Seven offers are excluded due to missing

information on one or more offer parameters, which include the offer price and the numbers of

target shares held, sought, tendered and purchased; 13 twenty-seven cases are excluded due to

our minimum restriction on the availablity of stock prices necessary to estimate abnormal stock

returns; and sixteen offers are excluded due to lack of sufficient information on the payment method

in the transaction. Our sample contains all public tender offers in France which satisfy our data

requirements. Systematic information on private tender offers for control was unavailable until

their regulation in 1973. Our sample contains virtually all private tender offers for control which

can be identified from publicly available data sources as of that year.

Table 1 lists the annual distribution of the sample of exchange listed bidder and target firms,

classified by the type of offer. 16 Of the 119 public tender offers for voting-control, 70 are all-cash

13 Prior to 1966, no transactions on the stock market were permitted to take place at a premium
over the floor price, deterring tender offers for a fraction of the outstanding target shares. In order
to encourage takeover activity, a tender offer procedure was established in 1966. See the Appendix
for details of the tender offer procedure and a historical chronology of the regulations affecting the
French corporate control market.
14 Source: C.A.C. Annie Boursiere Exercises, 1965-1982, and Commission des Operations en

Bourse (C.O.B.), ler-15eme Rapport au President de la Republique Exercises, Journal Officiel
de la Republique Francaise, 1968-1982. The population of 306 assumes that an offer which has
successive price increases by the initial bidder, or which receives competing bids, is counted as one
offer only. During the 1966-1982 period, tender offers were only rarely contested. In our data base
there are less than 10 tender offer contests with multiple bidders.

15 Data sources for the various offer parameters are C.A.C., Annie Boursiere Exercises, 1965-
1982, Vols. 5-20; C.A.C., Decision et Avis de la Chambre Syndicale 1965-1982; C.O.B., ler-15eme
Rapport au President de la Republique Exercises, Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise,
1968-1982; C.A.C., Service Statistique, 1984 (fiches individuelles d'entreprise); D.A.F.S.A., Les
Microfiches sur les Actionnaires et les Participations 1976-1982; and D.A.F.S.A., Les Liasions Fi-
nancieres, Tome 1 et 2, 1966-1977.

16 The target firms (which are all publicly traded) were listed on the Paris Stock Exchange in 211
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offers and 49 securities exchange offers. The 44 minority buyouts are offers where the bidder's prior

holding in the target exceeds 66 percent. 17 The 93 private tender offers for voting-control are all

cash offers. Thus, of the 256 offers in the data base, 192 are all-cash offers while in the remaining

64 cases the bidders offered to exchange securities (stocks and/or bonds) in his own firm for the

target shares. 18 Of the 119 public tender offers for voting-control, 59 percent (70 cases) are all-cash

offers, while the percentage cash offers of the 44 minority buyouts is 66 (29 cases).

We define a 'successful' offer as one where the bidder (i) purchased at least the minimum of

target shares sought, given that a non-zero minimum was specified in the offer, or (ii) if no minimum

limit was specified, purchased at least 50 percent of the maximum number of target shares sought.

While condition (ii) is somewhat arbitrary, it is not restrictive as the percent of the target shares

actually purchased in unsuccessful offers is small relative to the percent purchased in successful

offers (on average 12 vs. 60 percent in public offers for control). With this definition, 29 of the 256

offers in the data base were unsuccessful, all in the group of control-oriented public tender offers.

Since our sample contains nearly the entire population, a reasonable estimate of the ez post success

rate is therefore 76 percent (90 of 119) for control-oriented public tender offers over the 1966-1982

period. Note that all the private tender offers are necessarily classified as successful since, for this

category, only those transactions that actually took place appear in our data sources. Furthermore,

Table 1 overstates the success rate for the group of minority buyouts, since our sample selection

criteria eliminated 7 minority buyouts that would have been classified as unsuccessful under the

above definition.

Table 2 shows the average and median values of the bidder and target firms' total equity, the

of the 256 cases, while the remaining targets were listed either on the Lyon Exchange, the Marseille
Exchange, or the Lille Exchange. Of the 256 bidders in the sample only 139 were listed at the time
of the offer, representing 100 different firms. The source of the stock exchange listing is C.A.C.,
Cote Officielle, Cours Officiel et Authentique, 1966-1983.
17 See the Appendix for a motivation of the 66 percent treshold used to define a minority buyout.

The 66 percent treshold is not restrictive as the mean percent of the target shares held by the
bidder prior to the offer is 21 in the group of control-oriented public tender offers and 79 in the
sample of minority buyouts.

18 43 of the 64 exchange offers are public offers for control. Of these, 31 are stock exchange
offers (5 mixed with cash) and 12 are bond offers (4 mixed with cash). Of the 15 minority buyout
exchange offers, 12 involve common stock while in 3 cases the means of payment was bonds.

10



percent of the target shares held by the bidder prior to the offer, and the precent tendered and

purchased for eight central subsamples of the total data base. The ratio of the average bidder to

target equity value is higher after January 1970 and generally higher in cash offers than in securities

exchange offers. 19 The average percent of the target shares held by the bidder prior to the tender

offer in the period after January 1970 is 23 (median 15 percent), up from 14 percent (median 0)

before this date. On average, the bidder ends up holding more than 70 percent of the target shares

in all categories involving tender offers for control. The degree of oversubscription in public offers

is generally small, with an average of 80 percent or more of the tendered shares purchased. The

typical offer attracts less than one hundred percent of the target shares. This is true even when

the bidder is prepared to purchase any or all of the outstanding target shares, e.g., as in private

tender offers during the mandatory 15-day offer period following the controlling-block trade.

3.2 Estimation of Offer Premia and Abnormal Stock Returns

Information on stock prices, dividends and other distributions needed to compute offer premia

and security returns are not easily available in France and were collected from several different

sources. First, we used the 1982 and 1984 versions of a data tape issued by C.A.C., which covers

weekly stock returns to firms listed simultaneously on the Paris forward and spot markets between

1967 and 1982. 20 Second, we obtained data from a tape maintained by C.A.C. since 1977 and

which covers all officially listed securites and preserves the historical record of delisted securites.

Third, and most importantly, information was collected manually from various issues of C.A.C.,

Cote Officielle, Cours Officiels et Authentique, 1965-1982, and C.A.C., Annie Boursiêre Exercises,

1966-1982. For every offer in the sample, we recorded weekly (Friday to Friday) prices from week

-53 relative to the week the offer was made through week 52 relative to the week of the expiration

of the offer, i.e., roughly one year of weekly data on each side of the total offer period. Adjustment

were made in the returns for cash dividends as of the ex-dividend week and for splits and rights

19 Note that the relative frequency of stock exchange offers is higher among publicly traded bidder
firms than among non-listed bidders (see footnote 3 of Table 2).
20 This tape, which also contains a small sample of firms listed exclusively on the spot market,

covers only a small number of the firms in our data base. The tape does not maintain a record of
delisted securities.

1 1



issues. 21

The various offer premia referred to in Section 2 require measurement of the offer price, the

target share price before the market becomes aware of the offer, Ph, the expected post-offer target

share price, Pe , and the expected fraction of tendered target shares that will be purchased by the

bidder, a. Measurement of the offer price is straightforward in a cash offer, and is based on market

values in a security exchange offer. 22 Let week 0 denote the week of the offer announcement and

week e the offer expiration week. Our total event window runs from week -8 through week e+8

which, given the minimum four-week offer period in public tender offers, typically spans a period

of five months. 23 We use the price at the beginning of this event period, P_8, as a proxy for Ph.

The ending price, Pe+8, is sufficiently removed from the offer expiration to qualify as a 'post-offer

price', and is assumed to be rationally anticipated by the bidder firm when determining the offer

price. The ratio of the number of shares purchased, Np, to the number of shares tendered is used

21 Since the bulk of the stock return data had to be hand-collected, and given our objective of
analysing a comprehensive set of takeover transactions, we chose to work with weekly rather than
daily stock returns. Daily stock returns have an advantage when longer return intervals "hide" the
market reaction to the event under study. However, given the large and significant abnormal returns
reported below, this is not likely to be an important consideration here. Indeed, Bruno Husson,
who is expanding the sample in Husson (1984) to include approximately half of the takeovers in
our data base, has informed us that use of daily data leads to qualitatively similar inferences as
those presented below.
22 Specifically, in a stock-exchange offer, we use the stock price on the last trading day before

expiration of the offer to construct the offer price. The corresponding value of bidder bonds offered
as means of payment is estimated using the following algorithm:

(B+ C)e-rT1 + T2 C,

where B is the first observed market price of the bond after expiration of the offer; C is the bond's
coupon; T1 is the number of days from the offer expiration date through the date B is observed
divided by 365; 7'2 is the number of days of (unpaid) coupon accrued at the offer expiration day
divided by 365; and r is the daily (annualized) average overnight interbank interest rate. In our
data base, B is either observed within the offer expiration month or in the subsequent month. If B
is observed within the offer expiration month, then r is the average interest rate for this month. If
B is observed in the month following the expiration month, then r is the weighted average of the
monthly averages in the two consecutive months.
23 For 90 percent of the public tender offers in the sample, the tender offer period equals the

mandatory minimum of four weeks, while the mean offer period in this sample is 4.3. The average
offer period in the sample of private tender offers is 2.2 weeks, i.e., slightly above the 15-day
mandatory minimum for this offer category. None of the targets in the data were delisted prior to
week
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as a proxy for the value of (1.24

The information effect of the offer is measured as the total price change over the event period,

Pe+8 — P_8, and, alternatively, as the market adjusted, abnormal stock return over the same

period. The latter is estimated based on return observations from week -53 trough week e+52, and

is computed as wn E6 -- 1 13n, where wn is the number of weeks in event period n;

17jt	 j	 j djt + 13 j i.mt -F. #11 tnt djt	 Eljndni	 (1)
n=1

and where

fit = continuously compounded rate of return to firm j over week t;

= continuously compounded rate of return to the value-weighted market portfolio over week t;

= a binary variable which takes on a value of one in the estimation period after the week of

the expiration of the offer and zero otherwise;

d,.. = a binary variable which takes on a value of one if t is in event period n and zero otherwise;and

i".1t = a mean zero distribution term assumed normally, identically and independently distributed.

The event parameter lin (n = 1, .., 6) measures directly the abnormal stock return to firm j over

event period n. The six event periods are non-overlapping and cover the total event window [-

8,e+8]. 25 For all offers in the data base, the bidder or the target firm has at least 20 return

observations in the estimation period. The coefficients a; and 13;, which are included in order to

control for the possibility of a post-offer change in the firm's expected return, are estimated only if

the firm has at least ten return observations in the estimation period after the event period.26

24 There is virtually no change in the empirical results if we use the number of shares sought,
instead of NP , in constructing the proxy for a, as these two quantities are in most cases virtually
identical.
25 The first event-subperiod is 1-8,-11, i.e., ^hi captures pre-offer leakage of information, if any.

The second and third sub-periods are week 0 and week 1, respectively, the latter representing the
first week of trading after the offer announcement. Since the stock exchange commission typically
suspends trading in the bidder and target shares in week 0, the offer announcement effect almost
uniformly shows up in week 1. The fourth and fifth sub-periods cover the interim offer period,
[2,e-1], and the week of the expiration of the offer and the following week, [e, e+1]. Finally, the
sixth sub-period covers the 7-week period [e+2,e+81 following offer expiration.
26 While we make no adjustment for missing return observations in the estimation period outside

of the event window [-8,e+81, we substitute an abnormal return of zero for missing return obser-
vations inside this event window. This abnormal return substitution is based on parameter values
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In a sample of .1 firms, the (cross-sectional) average abnormal return for the n'th event period

is given by (urn/ J) Under the null hypotheses of zero abnormal return, and presuming the

J events are independent, it follows that

1 J

zn =	 s-'
/7	 .7.7.

/ft

— N(0, 1),	 (2)

where crljn is the standard deviation of -ija . Replacing the true values of -yr, and al  with their

OLS estimates, this z-statistic is approximately standard normal for large J. Furthermore, since

the event period dummies in equation (1) are orthogonal, the z-value for the sum of two event

parameters which measures abnormal return over time periods of different length, e.g., 7 i and 72,

is computed as

W17j1 + W2712 Z1+2 =	 r---2
V j=1	 Vali,1+2

2 2	 2where a..2.	 = wier ij,1+2

4. Empirical Results

4.1 Total Sample: Introductory Evidence

Table 3 presents an overview over the wealth effects of French takeover bids whithout specific

reference to disclosure regulations or details of the payment method. The table shows the average

abnormal stock returns to bidder and target firms in successful and unsuccessful public tender

offers for control, in private tender offers for control, and in minority buyouts (public tender offers).

Abnormal returns are computed using the six event parameters in the market model (1). As noted

earlier, the stock exchange commission suspends trading in the bidder and target shares in the

week the public tender offer is announced (week 0). Since we replace the resulting missing price

observation in week 0 assuming an abnormal return of zero, the entire announcement effect by

construction shows up in week 1, the first week of trading after the offer announcement.

of al and 9j estimated using observations in the pre-event period f-53,-91 only. None of the tender
offers in the sample had missing return observations in week 1, which is generally the event week
with the largest price reaction. This return substitution allows estimation of the total abnormal
return over the event period [-8,e+8], which is our market-adjusted measure of the information
effect of the tender offer.

(3)
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Several empirical regularities emerge from Table 3. First, targets of unsuccessful tender offers

realize significant gains over the total event period which are indistinguishable from the gains in

successful offers (12.4 vs. 13.5 percent). Based on U.S. data, Bradley, Desai and Kim (1983)

have shown that initial offer-induced gains to targets in unsuccessful tender offers on average are

reversed unless control of the target is transferred to a successful bidder within 2 years of the initial

bid. We are unable to repeat this type of test here, simply because none of the 29 unsuccessful

targets in our sample received subsequent offers, Recall, however, that our sample of unsuccessful

offers represents almost the entire population of unsuccessful bids over the sample period. If the

market rationally anticipated the low frequancy of repeat repeat offers ex ante, then the gains to

unsuccessful targets shown in Table 3 represent an information effect unrelated to expectations of

a future change in control through a takeover bid.

Second, in the vernacular of Bradley (1980), the evidence in Table 3 does not support "corporate

raiding" or "inside information" arguments. The former holds that the bidder, once control has

been acquired, is expected to transfer wealth from ex post minority shareholders. In contrast,

the evidence shows that target shareholders are significantly better off, relative to the pre-offer

target share price, after both control-oriented offers and minority buyouts (the total event period

abnormal return in minority buyouts is 23.1 percent). Third, the significant decline in the target

share price as a result of the expiration of the offer (event parameter 1 , 5 ) implies that the bidder

realizes a loss on the shares purchased. This is inconsistent with the argument that the bidder

firm typically sets the offer price below the post-offer target share value implied by its own private

"inside" information, an argument often used by proponents of disclosure regulations.

In the U.S., the total price adjustment due to the expiration of the offer can be reasonably

measured over the expiration day itself, with possible additional price adjustments over subsequent

days when information concerning the exact outcome of the offer is made public. In France, the

C.A.C. publicly announces the offer outcome, typically within one week after the expiration day,

and the effect of this announcement is reflected in the value of -y 5 . Notice, however, the significantly

negative value of 76 (which covers the 7-week period a+ 2 through e+ 8) for targets in public and
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private tender offers for control. While we do not have data on trading volume, we conjecture that

this anomalous average price drop reflects (1) thin trading in the remaining target shares after the

successful offer has expired (the successful bidder ends up, on average, with 80 percent of the target

shares), and (2) for 95 percent of the targets in the data base, short selling is not possible." Half

of the bidder firms in our sample do trade in the forward market, and no comparable continuing

post-offer price drop is observed for the bidder shares, which tends to support this conjecture. A

week-by-week inspection of the abnormal return behavior underlying 76 reveals that the negative

performance occurs entirely within the first three to four weeks of the 7-week window. Thus, our

use of Pe+8 as a proxy for P, ensures that our central empirical results are not contaminated by

this somewhat anomalous post-expiration target share price behavior.

Fifth, Table 3 fails to uncover statistically significant gains or losses to bidder firms in any of

the four offer categories. The significantly negative value of -y 4 for the sample of 16 unsuccessful

bidders is indirect evidence that takeovers are valuable to bidder firms, thus the negative price

adjustment as the market realizes the offer will fail. However, there is little direct confirmation

of this hypothesis as the abnormal returns to the 53 successful bidders in public tender offers for

control is indistinguishable from zero.

4.2 Offer Prenda and Disclosure regulations

As of January 1970, the bidder in a public tender offer must disclose his prior ownership

in the target firm as well as a detailed explanation for the economic rationale behind -and the

financing of- the offer. The target firm is required to disclose the shareholdings of its board of

directors, as well as the board's evaluation of the tender offer. Additional disclosure requirements

were subsequently introduced in 1973 and 1978 (see the Appendix). However, the 1970 reform

represents the first and most important step towards significant disclosure regulations in France.

As mentioned earlier, unlike the 1968 Williams Act in the U.S., the French regulations did not

27 As described in the Appendix, shortselling is feasible only for the subset of stocks that trade in
the forward market (which clears once a month). Note also that the price drop is not particularly
sensitive to the method for computing abnormal returns, and it is also present in a study by Husson
(1984) dased on daily stock returns.
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alter the (4-week) minimum public tender offer period which had been in effect since the tender

offer procedure was established in 1966. Moreover, private tender offers are exempted from the

disclosure regulations governing the public offer procedure.

The analysis is performed on the sample of successful cash tender offers for control, which

allows a direct comparison of public and private offers. Unsuccessful cash offers are included in

the cross-sectional regressions in Table 6, below, but do not appear to provide any additional

insights. Securities exchange offers and minority buyouts, none of which occurred prior to 1970,

are subsequently analysed in section 4.3 in the context of the payment method.

4.2.1 Public Tender Offers before vs. after January 1970

Table 4 shows the mean and median offer premia and abnormal stock returns in public and

private successful all-cash offers for control. First, a comparison of public offers before and after

January 1970 reveals that the average total offer premium increased from 33.8 to 73.3 percent

(median values of 31.9 and 59.0 percent). In terms of franc values, the average premium increased

from 7.5 mill. to 15.2 mill. (median values of 2.1 and 8.8 mill.). The table also reveals that

the bulk of the premium increase occurs in the information-effect rather than in the information-

adjusted premium. The former increased from 17.0 to 46.7 percent (median values of 19.0 and

35.8 percent), while the latter increased from 15.2 to 23.7 percent (median values of 13.6 and 16.1

percent). Reflecting the slight post-1970 increase in the rate of oversubscription, 28 the increase

in the average value of the tender option is somewhat less than the difference in the information-

adjusted premium: 14.7 percent vs. 21.1 percent after January 1970, with median values virtually

unchanged at 13.3 and 13.1 percent. Thus, while it appears that the disclosure regulations have

substantially increased the information-effect of a public tender offer, there is only a slight increase

in the average compensation given tendering target shareholders above and beyond the permanent

revaluation of the target shares.

Table 5 shows the annual distribution of the average values of the total offer premium and

28 As documented in Table 2, the percent of the tendered target shares that were purchased by
the bidder declined from 97 percent before 1970 to 89 percent in the sample period after January
1970.
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its two components. The average total offer premium of 73.3 percent over the post-69 period is

relatively evenly distributed, with the largest premium occurring in 1970. As was shown in Table

1, there is a temporary reduction in the annual number of offers from 5 and 4 in 1968 and 1969 to

one offer in 1970, one in 1971 and 2 in 1972. The total offer premia associated with these four offers

average 61.4 percent, which exceeds the the 33.8 percent average in the pre-1970 sample period.

Thus, there is no evidence of a delay in the average premium increase relative to the passage of

disclosure regulations in January 1970.

The regression results presented in panel I of Table 6 confirm that the increase in the total offer

premium after January 1970 is statistically significant and driven by an increase in the information

effect. The regression model is estimated across 163 cash tender offers for control and includes the

natural log of the target's total equity value (in VT); the fraction of the target shares held by the

bidder prior to the offer (F,,) and the fraction purchased (Fp); and dummy variables for the pre-1970

period (D_ 70 =1), private tender offers (Dplay =1), and unsuccessful offers (DFAIL=1). The three

regressions in panel I are run with the total offer premium and its two components as dependent

variables. The first regression shows that the total offer premium decreases with VT, is unrelated

to both F,, and Fp , is significantly lower for pre-1970 offers and for private tender offers, and is as

high in unsuccessful as in successful offers. The regression is significant with an R 2 of .20 and an

F-statistic of 6.24. Regressions 2 and 3 reveal that this significance is driven almost exclusively by

the information effect. The information-adjusted premium (regression 2) is essentally unrelated to

all the explanatory variables (with the possible exception of Fp), and produces an R 2 of .03 and an

F-value of 0.77. When the information effect is used as dependent variable (regression 3), however,

the values of the estimated coefficients are again significant and almost identical to the parameter

values emerging from the regression with the total offer premium. This regression is also significant

with an R 2 of .14 and an F-value of 4.01.

The significant impact of D_70 confirms the picture provided by the sample averages in Table

4 and Table 5. Although not anticipated by the discussion in Section 2, the correlation between

the target equity value (In VT) and the information effect of the offer is negative and statistically
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significant. 29 The size variable was included as a potential proxy for the effect of omitted variables,

such as ownership structure and the degree of information asymmetry between the bidder and the

market concerning the true value of the target. While we do not test this conjecture, one consistent

interpretation of the negative value of a 1 is that frequently traded, 'established' firms tend to be

relatively large; thus the smaller information effect of the tender offer. We also expected In VT to

proxy for the degree of ownership dispersion, with smaller firms being relatively closely held. If

closely held firms are in a relatively strong bargaining position vis-a-vis the bidder, we would expect

a positive correlation between In VT and the information-adjusted offer premium. The insignificant

value of al in regression 2 fails to confirm this hypothesis, possibly because In VT is a poor proxy

for ownership dispersion in our sample.

As discussed in Section 2, a positive information effect generates a gain to the bidder on his

prior holding in the target (Fh) which helps finance the cost of the tender option. The insignificant

value of a2 in regression 2 fails to support the hypothesis that competition among bidders will grant

target shareholders the gain from the bidder's prior "toe-hold" in the target. This conslusion holds

when one examines the pre- and post-1970 periods separately by means of an additional dummy

variable as welll (not shown in Table 6). Moreover, when the regression includes minority buyouts,

where Fh > .67, the value of a 2 in regression 2 becomes negative and significant, which is also

contrary to a hypothesized "toe-hold" effect. 3° Table 6 also shows that a2 is marginally significant

and negative in regression 3, i.e., the information effect of the offer tends to be smaller the larger

the bidder's prior holding in the target. Furthermore, while the information effect is unrelated to

the fraction of the target purchased by the bidder (Fr), there is weak evidence that Fp is positively

correlated with the information-adjusted premium. Finally, as mentioned above, failed offers do

not receive systematically different offer premia than successful offers.

Table 4 and 7 also report abnormal stock returns to bidder and target firms over week 1

29 As shown in Table 8, below, this correlation is negative and significant also when the regressions
are based on public tender offers after 1970 only.

3° While Table 6 does not report regression results for minority buyouts, comparable evidence
is reflected in the coefficient multiplying the dummy variable for minority buyouts in Table 8,
discussed below in the context of the means of payment.
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and over weeks -8 through e+8. As was the case for the total sample in Table 2, the average

abnormal return to bidder firms is uniformly indistinguishable from zero. Regressions 6 and 7 in

Table 6, where the dependent variable is bidder firm abnormal returns, are also both insignificant

(F-statistics of 0.45 and 1.22). The average abnormal return to target firms is significantly positive

and of a similar magnitude over week 1 as over the total event period (e.g., 28.1 vs. 28.5 percent

in the sample of public tender offers after 1969). In Panel II of Table 6, regression 4, which

uses the abnormal return to the target firm over week 1 as dependent variable, yields statistically

significant values for a l and a5 but not for 04 . Since the abnormal return over week 1 is conceptually

different from the information effect used in regression 3, this result does not necessarily undermine

the conclusion from Panel I that disclosure regulations have substantially increased the degree of

information revelation caused by public tender offers. 31 In contrast, the abnormal return to the

target firm over the total event period is conceptually equivalent to the information effect used in

regression 3. Thus, the insignificant value of a 4 in regression 5 fails to corroborate the results of

regression 3. In evaluating this discrepancy between the results of regression 3 and 5, however,

it is important to acknowledge the general lack of power of regression 5 (the F-statistic is 1.29).

Apparently, the dependent variable in regression 5 is a relatively noisy estimate of the simple

measure of the information effect used in regression 3, with the additional variability reflecting

noise in the estimated market model parameters.

4.2.2 Public vs. Private Tender Offers after January 1970

Between 1966 and 1973, the acquisition of control of a publicly traded firm could take place

either through a tender offer executed in a public stock market, or through a privately negotiated

controlling-block trade off the exchange floor. The 1970 disclosure regulations of public tender offers

caused a marked increase in these private controlling-block trades, prompting their regulation in

1973. While these regulations continue the exemption of private tender offers from the disclosure

regulations governing public tender offers, they require that a private controlling-block trade must

31 The abnormal return over week 1 reflects both the information effect and the value of the
information-adjusted premium, attenuated by any prior leakage of information conerning the forth-
coming offer.
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be followed by a public 15-day offer for the remaining target shares at the block trade price. Thus,

as of 1973, cash public and private tender offers for control are closely comparable offer procedures,

with disclosure regulations as a distinguishing feature of public tender offers.

As shown in Table 4, the average total offer premium in the sample of 93 private tender offers

is 27.4 (median 18.3) percent, which contrasts with the 73.3 percent average for public offers after

1970. Second, the average information-adjusted premium is 14.6 (median 5.6) percent, which is

indistinguishable from the information-adjusted premium in public offers prior to 1970 and slightly

smaller than the 23.7 average premium in public offers after 1969. In other words, there is some

indication that the private seller of a controlling-block of shares typically extracts a smaller control-

premium than what is typically paid in public offers. This is evident from a comparison of the values

of the tender option, a(P – POI Pe , as well. Ceteris paribus, the possibility of oversubscription

(a < 1) in a public offer reduces the minimum price the seller of a control block in a private offer

(where a = 1) is willing to accept. The values of the tender option listed in Table 4 controls for

this difference across the two types of offers. For private offers, the average (median) option value

is 14.6 (5.6) percent, compared to the 14.7 (13.3) percent in the sample of public offers before 1970

and the 21.2 (13.1) percent in public offers after 1969 discussed earlier.

Third, the information effect of a private tender offer averages 18.7 (median 6.5) percent, which

is indistinguishable from the average information effect of a public tender offer before 1970, i.e., prior

to the introduction of disclosure rules. This result is consistent with the substitution hypothesis,

which holds that bidders in marginally profitable tender offers prefer the private offer procedure

after 1970 in order to avoid costly disclosure rules governing public offers. Fourth, like bidder

firms in public offers, bidders in private tender offers earn on average statistically insignificant

abnormal returns, both over week 1 and over the total event period -8 through e+8. According to

the discussion in Section 3, this finding neither supports nor directly contradicts the substitution

hypothesis.

These conclusions are further supported by the sign and significance of the regression coefficient

as in Table 6. This coefficient, which multiplies the dummy variable for private offers, is negative
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and significant in regressions 1 and 3 in Panel I and insignificant in regression 2. Thus, while the

information effect of a control-oriented cash offer is significantly lower in private than in public offers,

the information-adjusted premium is indistinguishable across the two offer procedures. Target firm

abnormal return in week 1 is also significantly lower in private than in public offers (regression 4).

Again, regression 5, which is based on the total event period abnormal performance, show largely

insignificant results both for coefficient as and the overall regression. Finally, neither of the two

bidder firm regressions indicate that the performance of bidders in private offers differs from the

performance in public offers, or from zero. Thus, the support for the substitution hypothesis comes

primarely from the evidence of a significantly lower offer premium in private tender offers.

4.3 Offer Premia and the Means of Payment

4.3.1 Public Tender Offers for Conmtrol

The first column of Table 7 lists the average and median offer premia and abnormal returns in

the sample of 31 public tender offers for control where the means of payment is common stock in

the bidder firm. 32 Since these offers occurred after 1969, 33 the relevant comparison is with the 34

all-cash offers in Table 4 (column 2). The comparison reveals a striking difference in the total offer

premia across the two types of payment methods. The average (median) total offer premium is 17.2

(19.0) percent for stock offers compared to the 73.3 (59) percent for all-cash offers discussed above.

The average information-adjusted premium, however, is an almost identical 22.5 and 23.7 (medians

20.0 and 16.1) percent across the two payment methods. This rejects the tax hypothesis which

holds that the larger total offer premium in all-cash offers reflects a compensation demanded by

target shareholders for giving up the option to defer capital gains taxes. Further evidence against

the tax hypothesis is provided by the sample of 12 bond-offers in column 2 of Table 7. Like stock

offers, payment by means of bonds in the bidder firm exempts target shareholders from paying

32 In 5 of the 31 offers, the means of payment is a mixture of cash and common stock. The cash
component in each of these 5 offers represents less than 50 percent of the total compensation given
target shareholders.
33 Securities exchange offers where not permitted under the public tender offer procedure prior

to 1970. See the Appendix.
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taxes on the capital gain resulting from the sale. The average information-adjusted premium in

bond offers is 38.5 (median 33.7) percent, i.e., higher than in the comparison sample of all-cash

offers.

It is clear from the evidence that the difference in the total offer premia across all-cash and

securities exchange offers is driven by a difference in the information effect of the two offer categories.

The average (median) information effect is -1.1 (0.4) percent in stock offers and -1.8 (0.3) percent

in bond offers, compared to the 46.7 (35.8) percent for the all-cash offers. As shown by regression

coefficient a2 in Panel I of Table 8, this difference is statistically significant with a t-value of -5.08

in regression 1 (with the total offer premium as dependent variable) and -4.86 in regression 3 (with

the information effect as dependent variable). The parameter estimate is virtually identical in the

two regressions, and indistinguishable from zero when the regression is run with the information-

adjusted premium as the dependent variable (regression 2). Overall, regressions 1 and 3 explain a

significant portion of the total variation in the dependent variables, with R 2 s of .23 and .24, and

F-statistics of 9.84 and 10.36, respectively.

As discussed in Section 3, shareholders of bidder firms can refuse to authorize the issuance of

stocks promised in a securities exchange offer after the offer has been made by management and

target shareholders have accepted. 34 In principle, one would expect bidder shareholders to exercise

this ex post veto right in accepted offers where they believe management is overpaying for the

target. The relatively low offer premia in stock offers is, however, almost certainly not explained

by the existence of this veto right: First, to our knowledge, no securities exchange offer has yet

failed due to bidder shareholders exercising their veto. Second, the average offer premium in the

six unsuccessful exchange offers in our data base is only 15 percent, i.e., lower than the average

offer premium of 22.5 percent in successful bids. Third, as seen from Table 7 and 9, there is no

evidence that bidder firms in exchange offers perform better than bidders in all-cash offers. The

abnormal stock returns to bidders in both cash and stock offers are indistinguishable from zero.

34 The securities exchange commission grants the bidder management the right to offer target
shareholders yet to be authorized common stock in order to avoid leakage of information concerning
a forthcoming takeover bid from the stock authorization process itself.
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Table 7 shows that the total gains in all-cash offers are larger than the total gains in stock-

exchange offers. That is, although the gains to bidder firms appear negligible in both offer cate-

gories, the average franc value of the total offer premium, multiplied by the number of target shares

purchased, is 15.2 mill. in all-cash offers vs. 5.9 mill. in stock-exchange offers. This is partially

consistent with both the information signalling and agency cost hypotheses discussed in Section

3. The support is weak, however, since we have identified a significant signalling benefit to target

firms only, and because our tests do not incorporate information on the existence of "free cash

flow" in either the bidder or the target firms.

While signalling models are characteristically difficult to test, 35 the litterature suggests alter-

native ways to provide potentially supportive evidence. For example, although Hansen (1987) does

not derive implications for the offer-induced abnormal performance of bidder and target firms, his

model implies that exchange offers are less likely to be used the larger the pre-offer value of the

bidder firm's total equity. As shown in Table 2, the average equity value of bidders in all-cash offers

after 1969 is 1413.6 (median 404.2) mill. franc compared to 595.1 (median 251.2) mill. francs in

stock-exchange offers, which tends to support Hansen's prediction. Note, however, that the average

bidder in the sample of 12 bond offers are typically larger than bidders in cash offers. Since the

value of these bond offers are contingent on the post-offer value of the bidder firm (i.e., a hybrid

between cash and equity), this result tends to contradict Hansen's conjecture unless, of course, the

bonds were considered riskfree at the time of the offer.

Furthermore, Bhattacharyya (1988) suggests that a fruitful way to explore Fishman's (1986)

model is to look for a positive correlation between the offer-induced abnormal return to bidder

firms and the total offer premium. Although not a direct implication of Fishman's model, a

positive correlation intuitively captures Fishman's basic insight that all-cash offers tend to preempt

35 See Eckbo, Giammarino and Heinkel (1987) for a discussion of some of the econometric issues
involved. Focussing explicitly on offers where the means of payment is a mixture of cash and
stock, Eckbo, Giammarino and Heinkel (1987) derives a model which implies that the offer-induced
revaluation of the bidder firm's shares is a positive, nonlinear function of the fraction of the total
value of the offer that is paid in cash. Their empirical tests produce only mixed support for this
prediction. Since our data base contains only 5 offers where the payment is a mixture of cash and
stocks, we are unable to perform this particular test here.
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competition from rival bidder firms by signalling that the initial bidder's value-contribution to the

takeover is relatively large. A regression of the bidder's abnormal return on (a constant plus)

the total offer premium does not, however, produce a significant slope coefficient, whether the

regression is run on the sample of all-cash offers only or on the combined sample of cash and

securities exchange offers.

Our evidence of zero announcement-induced average abnormal returns to bidder firms in stock

exchange tender offers contrasts with the recent evidence presented by Travlos (1987) based on

U.S. mergers. Travlos documents statistically significant, average two-day announcement period

abnormal returns of -1.4 precent to bidders in 60 stock exchange mergers from th period 1972-1981.

The corresponding bidder performance in his sample of 100 all-cash mergers is an insignificant 0.2

percent. Travlos evidence is consistent with the well documented finding that underwritten primary

issues of seasoned common stock by U.S. industrial firms typically cause a negative market reaction

!Asquith and Mullins (1986), Mauslis and Korwar (1986)1. As argued by Myers and Majluf (1984),

the negative market reaction may be interpreted as insurance against the possibility that the issuing

firm is attempting sell overpriced stock to relatively uninformed investors.

The generally insignificant bidder abnormal returns in our stock exchange offers may reflect

the fact that (1) we study tender offers rather than mergers 36 (2) we use weekly rather than daily

data," and (3) the institutional characteristics of the stock market and the stock issuance process

differ across France and the U.S..38 The latter point is potentially significant, since the degree of

information asymmetry between the firm and outside investors, which is the source of the Myers-

Majluf adverse selection problem, is likely to depend on the stock issuance process itself. Of course,

38 That is, the Myers-Majluf negative price adjustment may be more than offset in our data
by takeover gains to bidder firms. We are unaware of any comparable studies of bidder firms in
U.S. tender offers. For example, Huang and Walkling (1987), who also document significantly
larger target firm abnormal performance in all-cash than in all-stock exchange tender offers, do not
present evidence on bidder firms.
37 However, Husson (1984), based on a subsample of our tender offers, fails to uncover significantly

negative bidder returns in securities exchange offers even with daily stock returns.
38 The French stock market is an auction -not a dealer- market; ownership of French listed firms

is substantially more concentrated than in the U.S.; and it appears that financial intermediaries
such as banks and investment houses play a somewhat different role in the stock issuance process
than what is observed in the U.S.. The latter is a particularly potent topic for future research.
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it is possible that the zero announcement-induced bidder firm performance in stock exchange offers

documented here is at odds with the general market rection to stock issues in France as well, a

question which we cannot resolve given the absence of a systematic study of stock issues in France.

There is, however, some indication that the bidder's choice of payment method may in part be

driven by asymmetric information between the bidder and the target concerning the true value of

the bidder shares. In the sample of 34 all-cash offers after 1969, 12 (35 percent) involve a bidder

firm listed on a stock exchange. In contrast, 26 (83 percent) of the 31 bidders in the sample of

stock exchange offers are publicly traded firms. In other words, the probability of observing stock

as the means of payment appears to be substantially higher when the bidder shares are publicly

traded. Public trading most likely reduces the information asymmetry between the firm and outside

investors; thus the greater likelihood of a stock exchange tender offer in the sample of listed firms.

The Myers-Majluf price discount implied by the sale of stock may be too great for most non-listed

bidder firms to use stock as the method of payment.

4.3.2 Minority Buyouts

The discussion so far has established that cash offers generate a significantly larger revaluation

of the target shares than stock exchange offers. It is possible that this information effect reflects

synergy gains from a post-offer change in the operating policy of the target, and that cash tends

to be the preferred payment method when these gains are relatively large. In order to shed light

on this proposition, Table 7 and 9 show the impact of the payment method on minority buyouts,

where the bidder already controls the target resources.39

The average (median) total offer premium in Table 7 is 38.3 (35.6) percent for the sample of

29 all-cash minority buyouts and 9.0 (17.1) percent for the 12 stock exchange buyout offers. The

average (median) information-adjusted premium is 9.2 (6.1) and 3.2 (14.5) percent for the two

offer categories, while the information effect is 27.8 (22.0) and 7.4 (7.5) percent, respectively. As

explained in Table 8, with the exception of the information-adjusted premium, these differences

39 Bidders in minority buyouts hold a minimum of two-thirds of the target shares prior to the
offer, with an average prior ownership of approximately 80 percent in our sample (see Table 2).
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are statistically significant. Thus, the impact of the payment method observed for control-oriented

tender offers carries over to minority buyouts as well, which further supports the notion that the

different payoff structures implied by cash and securities exchange offers is a relevant economic

variable in the formulation of an optimal bidding strategy. As before, however, there is no direct

support for this proposition from the performance of bidder firms. In minority buyouts, as well

as in control-oriented tender offers, the abnormal performance of bidder firms is indistinguishable

from zero regardless of the means of payment in tha transaction.

Finally, restricting the analysis to all-cash offers, an interesting result emerges from a compar-

ison of the offer premia minority buyouts and tender offers for control. As explained in Table 8,

the total offer premiun is significantly lower in minority buyouts than in control-oriented offers,

with the information-adjusted component of the total offer premium driving the difference. 40 This

result directly supports the proposition that tendering target shareholders are able to extract quasi-

rents from the supply of control [e.g., DeAngelo and Rice (1983)]. This particular interpretation

of the differential information-adjusted premium implies that the resources needed to generate the

takeover gains are specific to both firms involved in the transaction, i.e., the bidder and target firms

are to some extent locked in a bilateral monopoly. We leave a further analysis of the nature of

this resource specificity, as well as mechanism for allocating the rents among the bidder and target

firms, as an interesting topic for future resesearch.

4° The information-effect itself is only slightly lower in minority buyouts than in control-oriented
offers, a result which is to some extent comparable to the evidence reported by Dodd and Ruback
(1977) for their sample of 19 "clean-up" offers (which they define as offers where the bidder owns
at least 50 percent of the target prior to the offer). Targets in their "clean-up" offers on average
earn 17.4 percent abnormal return over the offer announcement month, compared to an average of
20.8 percent for targets in 136 tender offers for control.
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5. Conclusions

In France, public and private interfirm tender offers take place under the supervision of an

auctionneer who centralizes all sell orders during a minimum one-month offer period, and regulates

bid revisions, counterbids and target defensive tactics. This auction market represents a particularly

interesting laboratory for studying the effect of information on takeover premia. As summarized

below, we find substantial cross-sectional and time series evidence consistent with the proposition

that the introduction of disclosure regulations per se has had a significant and immediate impact

on tender offer premia. Furthermore, we identify a significant non-tax related difference in the

takeover premia in cash and securities exchange offers –whether the offer is for voting control or

a minority buyout– which supports the proposition that the means of payment in the transaction

conveys information concerning the true value of the target firm.

In the sample of successful cash tender offers where the bidder acquires voting-control of the

target firm, we find a statistically significant increase in the average total offer premium from

34 to 73 percent after the introduction of disclosure regulations in 1970. The time series of the

average annual offer premium shows that the premium increase occurs without delay, in 1970. Since

the regulations did not alter the existing four-week minimum tender offer period, the subsequent

increase in the average offer premium can be attributed to the effect of forced information disclosure

per se. Thus, our study resolves a central ambiguity in the results of related studies based on the

the disclsoure provisions of the 1968 Williams Act in the U.S..

Two additional important results concerning the impact of disclsoure rules on offer premia

emerge: First, the increase in the total offer premium is driven primarely by an increase in the offer-

induced information effect; the impact on the information-adjusted component of the offer premium

is statistically insignificant. This is (1) consistent with the hypothesis that the regulations force

bidder firms to reveal private information concerning the true value of the target shares, and (2)

inconsistent with the hypothesis that disclosure rules substantially increase the bargaining power

of the target firm vis-à-vis the successful bidder. Second, private tender offers for control, which

are exempted from the disclsoure regulations governing public offers, have significantly lower offer
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premia; 27 percent vs. 73 percent in public offers. Interestingly, the information-effect of a private

tender offer averages 19 percent, which is statistically indistinguishable from the information effect

in public offers that took place prior to the introduction of disclosure rules. Since our data base

contains almost the entire population of control-oriented (public or private) offers in France over the

relevant time period, this evidence strongly supports the offer substitution hypothesis, which holds

that bidders in marginally profitable tender offers tend to select the private tender offer procedure

in order to avoid costly disclosure rules governing public offers.

Moreover, we document that the average total offer premium is significantly higher in all-cash

offers than in all-stock exchange offers (73 vs. 17 percent in public tender offers for voting control).

Again, the difference is driven by the information effect of the tender oiler: The average information-

adjusted premiumum is virtually identical across the two payment methods (24 vs. 23 percent),

which suggests that the primary impact of the payment method is not tax driven. Our evidence

also casts doubts on the proposition that the larger revaluation of the target shares observed in cash

offers reflects relatively large synergy gains in this particular category of bids. 'Synergy gains' is

typically used as a generic term for the value created by changing the firm's production/investment

strategy after the takeover, and it is natural to assume that the bidder must acquire voting control

of the target in order to successfully implement a substantial change in the operating policy of

the target firm. On this basis, it is interesting that the average offer premium in the minority

buyouts in our data base exhibit the systematic dependence on the payment method observed for

control-oriented tender offers. This further corroborates the hypothesis that the differential offer

premium observed in cash and securities offers reflects differential information concerning the true

values of the target shares conveyed by the payment method per se.

Finally, we find that the offer-induced abnormal performance of bidder firms is indistinguishable

from zero in both all-cash offers and in all-stock offers. This contrasts with Travlos (1987), who re-

ports that bidder firms in U.S. all-stock exchange mergers earn significantly negative announcement-

induced abnormal returns. The negative announcement effect documented by Travlos is similar to

the negative market reaction typically observed in response to announcements of underwritten pri-
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mary issues of seasoned common stock by U.S. industrial firms. This negative market reaction is

typically attributed to the problem of adverse selection when managers are better informed than

the market as to the true value of the shares offered [Myers and Majluf (1984)]. Given the absence

of a systematic study of primary stock offerings in France, however, it is not clear whether our

evidence reflects institutional characteristics unique to the French stock market (which, perhaps,

alleviate the Myers-Majluf adverse selection problem), or whether our evidence is at odds with the

general market reaction to stock issues in France as well. We do find, however, that the proba-

bility of observing stock as the preferred means of payment is substantially higher among listed

than non-listed bidder firms. This observation is consistent with the argument that public trading

reduces the information asymmetry between the market and the managers of the bidder firm, thus

the greater willingness of listed firms to offer stock as payment to target shareholders.
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Appendix: Tender offers for French listed firms: Institutional setting

Table A.1 contains legal references and a chronological summary of the relevant offer procedures

and regulations governing tender offers for listed firms in France during our sample period. The

French stock market is an auction market which operates under the general rule that all trades

must be executed through a broker at the final auction (floor) price. 41 Prior to 1966, the rule made

no exception for public takeover bids, with the predictable result that no such bids took place.42

To encourage public tender offers for less than 100 percent of the target shares, the French Minister

of Economics and Finance and the French Stock Brokers' Association ("La Compagnie des Agents

de Change", henceforth C.A.C.) established in 1966 a procedure under which cash tender offers

for control, conditional upon prior authorization by C.A.C., can be executed off the exchange floor

with C.A.C. acting as an auctioneer. The C.A.C. determines control as a de facto situation, unless

control is explicitly defined under French corporate law.43

The C.A.C. has the authority to reject the bidder's application to use the tender offer procedure

if it views the offer price and the number of target shares sought as unreasonable." During the

corporate control auction, the C.A.C. publicly announces the terms of the offer, receives all sell

orders (in the form of tendered shares), and publicly declares the outcome of the offer after a

41 The auction market operates as follows: From the opening of the Exchange until twelve noon,
brokers collect buy and sell orders. At noon, the specialists, which are responsible for clearing
the markets for their respective securities, determine the price at which the maximum number of
transactions can be executed. Any excess demand or supply is then cleared in an auction which
lasts until the exchange closes. Each specialist auctions out one company's shares at a time, thus
the number of simultaneous auctions equals the number of specialists in the market. Brokers
participate in the auctions exclusively as agents and are not allowed to intervene as pricipals. The
auction system prevents the broker from executing an order at a price different from the floor price.
42 Restricting the offer price to equal the market price of the target shares while the offer is

outstanding is tantamount to requiring the bidder to purchase all or none of the target shares (see
the discussion at the beginning of Section 2).
43 French corporate law determines the number of corporate voting rights needed to implement

certain changes in a firm's organization, including replacement of members of the board of directors
and merging with another firm. Two-thirds (plus one) of the voting rights constitutes absolute
control, a rule which historically has not been altered by means of corporate charter super-majority
provisions such as those seen in the U.S.. Note that a simple majority (50 percent of the votes)
is sufficient to replace the board of directors, while two-thirds majority is needed in order to vote
a merger with another firm. See, e.g., Fleuriet (1977) for a survey of the French corporate law in
effect during our sample period.
44 Historically, the C.A.C. has occasionally refused to authorize a tender offer on the grounds that

the offer price was too low.
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minimum offer period of one month. The bidder is allowed to increase the offer price once by at

least five percent during the first twenty days of the offer period (in which case all tendered shares

automatically participate in the price increase) but is not allowed to extend the offer expiration

date. Rival bids exceeding the initial offer price by at least five percent are permitted during

the offer period, in which case all prior sell orders are cancelled and the initial bidder is allowed

to respond. 45 Rules introduced in 1978 prohibit a bidder from making another public offer to

acquire additional target shares during the twelve months immediately following expiration of the

initial offer period. This makes it difficult for the bidder to implement two-tiered bidding strategies

designed to lower the total cost of the takeover.

In 1970, the public tender offer procedure was made available for control-oriented security

exchange offers (where the bidder's payment to target shareholders is in the form of stocks and/or

bonds) and for complete minority buyouts (where the bidder's prior holdings in the target is at

least fifty percent). Furthermore, in order to increase the costs of speculating on the outcome of

the offer (as well as attempts to influence it), regulations introduced in 1970 require the C.A.C.

to be informed daily of insider or principle shareholder trades in the bidder and target securities

during the offer period. The regulations also make trading in the target shares more difficult while

the offer is outstanding. Margin requirements for target share trades are raised to 100 percent,

private trades in the target shares are prohibited, and target share forward and options transactios

are suspended. 46

The 1970-regulations also impose substantial disclosure requirements on both bidder and target

firms. For the first time, the two firms must disclose "all important facts" for target shareholders to

make "informed decisions", including the bidder's prior ownership in the target, the rationale behind

-and financing of- the offer, shareholdings of members of the target's board of directors, and the

the target board's evaluation of the offer. Furthermore, as of 1973, bidders are required to disclose

45 As of 1978, rival bids are permitted only during the first ten days of the one-month offer period.
45 In France, short-selling of shares takes place by means of forward contracts which expire or are

marked to market at the end of each month. Thus the short-seller does not physically deliver the
shares until month-end. A relatively small fraction of all French publicly listed companies trade in
this forward market, and for the remaining companies short-selling is impossible.
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a detailed justification for the offer price or exchange ratio as well as the ownership structure,

research policy, business policy orientation, production/investment strategy, and a forecast of the

end-of-year sales and earnings for every firm represented by a security given to the target firm in

an exchange offer. The target firm must disclose similar information about itself. As of 1978, the

bidder firm must also disclose the identity of any shareholder who owns more than five percent of

its common stock, and a detailed description of the business activities of its subsidiaries. The target

board must disclose its vote structure concerning the tender offer, and target board members who

are also shareholders must disclose their intended response to the offer.

In 1973 a rule was implemented which effectively converts a successful private tender offer

involving a controlling block of shares into a public tender offer for 100 percent of the target shares.

According to this new regulation, the size of the block, the block price and the identity of the buyer

and seller must be publicly disclosed the same day the block trade is executed. Furthermore, during

the 15 days following the block trade, the buyer must be prepared to accept all additional shares

tendered to him at the block trade price. The parties involved in the controlling-block trade are

otherwise exempted from the disclosure requirements governing the public tender offer procedure.

Between 1970 and 1978, the public tender offer procedure was gradually made available to a

broader spectrum of acquisitions. For example, in 1972 a "simplified" procedure was introduced

for the purpose of complete buyouts of relatively small minority shareholdings. The simplified

procedure has fewer disclosure requirements than the regular tender offer procedure. Furthermore,

the C.A.C. does not centralize the sell orders nor does it declare the outcome of the offer. The

minimum offer period is 20 market days (rather than one month), and no competing bids nor

changes in the initial bid are allowed while the offer is outstanding. 47 As of 1973, it is also possible

47 Under the 1972-rules, a bidder may use the simplified procedure if two of the following three
conditions are met: (1) the bidder holds at least 90 percent of the target shares; (2) the number of
target shares not held by the bidder is 15000 or less; (3) the market value of the target shares not
held by the bidder does not exceed two million Francs. In 1975, the 15000 share rule was changed
to 20000; the two million franc maximum was increased to five million; and dealer transactions in
the target shares during the offer period was prohibited. In 1978, the 90-percent rule was relaxed
to two-thirds of all target shares, and the required amount of information disclosure was further
reduced.
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to use the public tender offer procedure to become a minority holder in the target firm, provided

the minority holding is at least 15 percent. In 1975, the public tender offer procedure was made

available to bidders who own a majority of the target shares and who seek to reinforce the majority

position by acquiring an additional 15 percent (but not all) of the target shares 48

48 The regulations summarized above concern the tender offer process. Prior to October 1977, no
French institution had the authority to prevent an acquisition on the basis of the possible impact
of the takeover on product market competition. As of that date, however, the bidder must also be
prepared to submit proof that the acquisition does not "harm competition".
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Table 1 

The annual distribution of public and private tender offers for control, and of minority buyouts, classified by the outcome

of the transaction and by the method of payment (cash vs. securities in the bidder firm). Total sample of 256 publicly

traded target firms, 1966-1982
1

.

212	 offers for control 44	 minority buyouts

119	 public offers 93 private offers	 Public     

Year

of

offer
2

Cash

90	 successful

Cash	 Securities

29	 unsuccessful

Cash	 Securities Cash	 Securities

Successful	 Successful

1966 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

1967 3 0 4 0 0 0 0

1968 5 0 4 0 0 0 0

1969 4 0 2 0 0 0 0

1970 1 7 2 0 0 3 0

1971 1 2 0 0 0 2 3

1972 6 2 1 2 3 4 0

1973 3 9 0 1 8 1 0

1974 4 4 0 0 7 2 2

1975 4 3 1 2 7 4 1

1976 4 4 0 0 9 1 2

1977 3 5 2 1 9 4 2

1978 2 2 0 0 9 1 3

1979 4 0 2 0 9 2 0

1980 0 2 4 0 12 1 1

1981 2 0 0 0 9 3 1

1982 0 3 0 0 11 1 0

1966-82 47 43 23 6 93 29 15



Table 1 continued 

1	
There are 239 different firms in the total sample of 256 targets, alt of which are listed on a French stock exchange.

Furthermore, in 139 of the 256 takeovers the bidder is also a listed firm. 	 These 139 bidders represent 100 different

companies.	 An offer to transfer control is one where the bidder owns less than 67 percent of the target shares

prior to the offer and seeks to acquire voting-control. 	 In a minority buyout the bidder seeks 100 percent of the
target and owns 67 percent or more of the target before the offer.	 See Table 2 for the mean and median percent of
the target shares actually held, sought and purchased by bidders in the various offer categories. 	 A "successful"

offer is one where the bidder firm purchased at least the minimum number of shares specified as a condition for

buying any shares at all.	 If no minimum number of shares greater than zero was specified, then an offer is
"successful" if the bidder purchased at least 50% of the maximum number of shares sought. 	 For the private lender

offers we count the block traded as the minimum number of target shares sought by the bidder firm. 	 Thus, all the

private offers are by definition successful.	 In a securities offer the bidder pays for the target shares using one

or more types of securities (possibly in combination with a cash payment).	 Of the 64 securities offers, 49 involve

exchanging bidder shares for the target shares, while in 15 cases the bidder offered to exchange straight or cor p4er-

tibia bonds.	 In 11 of the 64 securities offers the payment is a mix of cash and securities. 	 All the private tender

offers are cash offers.



Table 2

Mean (median) market value of total equity eight weeks prior to the offer announcement, the percent of the target shares held

by the bidder prior to the offer, the percent tendered and the percent purchased, for successful public and private tender
offers, 1966-82.

90 public offers for control1 '2
	

44 minority buyouts (public offers)

93 private

13 34 31 12 all-cash 29 12 3
all-cash all-cash common-stock bond offers for all-cash common stock bond
offers offers offers offers control offers offers offers

1/66-12/69	 1/70-12/82 1/70-12/82	 1/72-12/82 1/72-12/82 1/70-12/82 1/70-12/82 1/70-12/82

3
1.	 Market value of total equity (mill. franc)

Bidder firm	 490.7	 1413.6 595.1	 1869.2 1870.0 9413.3 1146.1
5

n .a.
(712.9)	 (404.2) (251.2)	 (2356.2) (532.6) (3177.9) (813.8)

Target firm	 39.7	 48.1 130.0	 445.7 115.5 99.7 123.1 252.0
(16.5)	 (29.4) (80.9)	 (252.1) (42.0) (22.8) (50.2) (563.8)

Bidder/target
4
	12.3	 29.4 4.6	 4.2 16.2 94.4 9.3 n.a.

(43.2)	 (13.5) (3.11)	 (9.3) (12.7) (139.4) (16.2)

11.	 Percent of target shares held, tendered and purchased

12.6 79.5 78.4 70.1Percent held	 14.0	 23.0 21.2	 16.4

(0.0)	 (15.0) (9.9)	 (1.1) (0.0) (82.3) (80.6) (75.0)

Percent	 57.9	 66.1 71.2	 66.4 59.0 16.4 24.5 24.1
tendered	 (59.1)	 (70.1) (82.2)	 (72.8) (61.5) (17.0) (22.8) (28.5)

Percent	 56.1	 59.0 67.2	 59.0 59.0 16.4 20.9 24.1
purchased	 (57.7)	 (56.9) (69.8)	 (66.7) (61.5) (17.0) (18.8) (28.5)

Purchase/	 .97	 .89 .94	 .89 1.00 1.00 .85 1.00

tendered	 (.98)	 (.81) (.85)	 (.92) (1.00) (1.00) (.83) (1.00)



Table 2 continued

1 

For the 29 unsuccessful public offers for control in the data base (1/66-12/82), the mean (median) equity value of the

bidder and target firms are 930.1 (519.0) and 173.0 (57.7) mill. franc, with a ratio of bidder to target value of 5.4

(9.0), where 18 of the 29 bidders are publicly traded firms. Furthermore, for this category of offers, the mean (median)

percent of the target shares held prior to the offer is 10.5 (0.0), the percent tendered is 13.5 (9.9) and the percent

purchased is 11.3 (6.1), respectively. The average maximum percent of the target shares sought by the bidder in these

unsuccessful offers is 84.1 with a median value of 99.9 percent.

2
5 of the 31 stock offers and 4 of the 12 bond offers also involves cash as part of the total compensation.

The market values of the bidder firms are based on the publicly traded bidders only. 7 of the 13 public all-cash offers

before 1/70 involve a listed bidder, as do 12 of the 34, 26 of the 31, 7 of the 12, 45 of the 93, 15 of the 29, 9 of the

12, and none of the 3 minority buyout bond offers, i.e., a total of 121 listed bidder firms (excluding unsuccessful

offers).

This row gives the ratio of the mean (median) values.

5
Since none of the three bidders are publicly traded firms, the information is not available.



Average 1 (7) over (event week + , through event week 1
1

1

1

2

Total

73 Wj 74 2/
5 776 Event Period

(0,01 (1,11 12,41-11 (e,e+1) (e+2,e+81 (-8,e+81

0.77 16.48 2.26 -2.55 -6.37 13.54

(2.11;44.3) (37.57;72.7) (0.87;47.7) (-5.23;36.4) (-2.99;40.9) (5.13;65.9)

0.33 15.88 1.75 -2.34 -4.75 12.36

(0.28;41.4) (18.10;72.4) (-0.08;55.2) (-2.33;37.9) (-1.77;41.4) (2.64;62.1)

8/
1

Type of Offer
	

(-8,-11

256 Target Firms 

90 successful public
	

2.94

tender offers for
	

(1.26;61.4)

control

29 unsuccessful public
	

1.70

tender offers for
	

(0.71;62.1)

control

93 successful private

tender offers for

control

44 successful public

tender offers,

minority buyouts

II. 139 Bidder Firms

53 successful public

tender offers for

control

3.46 9.47 -1.21 -2.65 -3.87 8.53

(8.83;54.8) (22.28;60.2) (-0.96;33.3) (-4.90;22.6) (-2.58;46.2) (4.31;54.8)

0.14 22.26 1.33 -0.20 -3.50 23.16

(0.25;50.0) (34.18;79.5) (1.05;61.4) (-0.08;43.2) (-0.84;36.4) (6.47;79.6)

0.16 -0.29 -1.23 -0.37 -0.75 -3.21

(0.04;52.8) (0.18;47.2) (-1.25;49.1) (-0.87;39.6) (-0.53;43.4) (-0.79;35.8)

3.32

(2.00;53.8)

3.13

(1.23;54.5)

-0.73

(0.27;56.6)

'• 3

OLS-estimates of the abnormal return coefficients 7 in the market model:

6
■ m+ad+Pi	 + p'Ed+E7d	 + c

jt	 j t	 j mt	 j mt t	 iwl ij it	 jt

where i it and imt are the continuously compounded weekly rates of return to firm j and the value-weighted market

index; d t is a dummy variable which takes on a value of one in the estimation period after the execution of the

offer, and zero otherwise; and the six dummy variables dit takes on a value of one in each of six non-overlapping

event periods relative to the offer announcement (week 0) and offer expiration (week e), and zero otherwise. The

estimation uses all available return observations in the period from week -52 through week e+52. Missing returns

in the total event period (week -8 through week 6+8) are replaced assuming zero abnormal performance based on

estimates of m and p from the period week -52 through week -9 relative to the offer announcement. Total sample,

1966-1982.

0.87 1.08 -5.06 -0.75 0.13 -0.82

(1.07;62.5) (1.53;37.5) (-2.05;37.5) (-1.11;37.5) (0.22;50.0) (0.35;50.0)

0.82 0.14 1.57 0.94 -0.42 0.90

(1.52;55.6) (0.40;46.7) (1.73;57.8) (1.50;55.6) (-0.60;42.2) (0.19;53.3)

-0.54 -0.96 -2.40 1.66 -1.45 -4.58

(-0.30;48.0)	 (-0.52;44.0)	 (-1.13;36.0)	 (-1.24;52.0)	 (1.54;44.0)	 (-1.15;44.0)	 (-1.32;36.0)

16 unsuccessful public	 2.92

tender offers for	 (1.26;50.0)

control

45 successful private

tender offers for

control

25 successful public

tender offers,

minority buyouts

-2.15

(-0.93;44.4)

-0.89



1
Z-value and percent of the sample with positive / is given in parentheses. Since 1 represents the weekly abnormali	 i

return over event period J., the firm's total abnormal return is found by multiplying / by the number of weeks ini
period i. The number of weeks is identical across firms except in the period 4, which depends on the number of weeks

in the offer period. 90 percent of the public offers for control have • 4-week offer period (which is the mandatory

minimum period), while the average offer period is 4.3 for this sample. The private tender offers have a minimum 15-

day (two week) offer period, and the average offer period in this sample is 2.2 weeks.



I. Total offer premium'

(P-P_8)/P_8	 (I)	 33.8

(31.9)

Np (P-P -8 )
	

(mill. franc)	 7.5

(2.1)

2
II. Information-adjusted premium and ex post value of option to tender

(P-Pet8)/P40.8 (%) 15.2

(13.6)

o(P-80.8)/810,8 (1) 14.7

(13.3)

Np(P-P0.8) (mill. franc) 4.1

(1.0)

III.Information effect

(80.8-12_8)/P_8 (Z) 17.0

(19.0)

Np(P40.8-P_8) (mill. franc) 3.4

(1.1)

IV. Percent average abnormal stock return (Z-value; percent positive)3

weeks -8

through e+8

week 1

weeks -8

through 41+8

16.2

(13.7;100.0)

15.3

(2.3;75.0)

1.0

(1.2;71.4)

-0.2

(0.1;42.9)

Target firm	 week 1

Bidder firm
4

Table 4

Mean (median) offer premia end abnormal returns in public and private successful all-cash tender

offers for control.

13 public offers	 34 public offers
	

93 private offers

Offer premium
	

1/66-12/89	 1/70-12/82
	

1/72-12/82

73.3 27.4

(59.0) (18.3)

15.2 1.6

(8.8) (2.9)

23.7 14.6

(16.1) (5.6)

21.2 14.6

(13.1) (5.6)

9.4 1.4

(4.4) (0.7)

46.7 18.7

(35.8) (6.5)

5.7 0.2

(4.9) (0.7)

28.1 9.5

(41.8;82.4) (22.3;60.2)

28.5 8.5

(6.4;79.4) (4.3;54.8)

0.6 0.2

(1.3;66.7) (0.4;46.7)

-0.1 0.9

(0.1;41.7) (0.2;53.3)



P is the offer price. P_ 8 is the target price eight weeks prior to the offer announcement, and N is the

number of target shares purchased by the bidder.

1

2
a(P-P	 )/P	 is the ex Host value of the option to tender, where a 	 Fp/Ft, and P8.1.8 is the target share

e+8 e+8
price eight weeks after the expiration of the offer.

3
Abnormal returns are computed using the market model described in table 3. The abnormal return in week 1 is

represented by 7
3
, in the market model regression, while the abnormal return over the total event period 1-8,

+81 is given by the sum of the six event parameters weighted by the total number of weeks in each of t

six subperiods of the total event window.

4
These average abnormal returns are based on 7 publicly traded bidders in the sample of 13 public offers prior

to 1970, 12 bidders in the sample 34 public offers after 1969, and 45 bidders in the sample of 93 private offers

after 1971.



Table 5 

Annual distribution of average (median) offer premia in the total sample of 47 successful

cash public tender offers over the period 1966 through 1982
1

Total offer premium 
Information-adjusted

premium 	 Information effect

Number	 (P-P
8
)/P

8
	N (P-P

8
)	 (P-P

e+8
)/P

e+8
	N (P-P

e+8
)	 (P

e+8
-P

-8
)/P

-8 	
N (P	 -P	 )
p e+8 -8

Year of	 of

offer	 offers	 (X)	 (mill. franc)	 (%)	 (mill. franc)	 (X)	 (mill. franc)

1966	 1	 19.0	 0.7	 30.0	 1.0	 -8.5	 0.3

1967	 3	 30.8	 18.3	 21.9	 10.2	 8.4	 8.2

1968	 5	 28.7	 1.3	 1.8	 0.2	 26.1	 1.1

1969	 4	 46.3	 9.0	 23.3	 5.2	 18.4	 3.8

1970	 1	 141.7	 19.2	 -5.3	 -1.8	 155.1	 21.0

1971	 1	 62.5	 8.8	 49.4	 7.6	 8.8	 1.2

1972	 2	 41.6	 12.6	 11.1	 3.9	 29.8	 8.7

1973	 6	 107.6	 4.3	 2.4	 0.4	 108.1	 3.9

1974	 3	 40.3	 17.9	 44.3	 18.1	 1.9	 -0.2

1975	 4	 61.4	 11.8	 32.7	 8.5	 20.5	 3.a

1976	 4	 127.2	 8.7	 37.6	 3.9	 74.9	 4.b

1977	 3	 98.6	 18.5	 5.9	 1.9	 87.1	 16.6

1978	 2	 96.4	 10.9	 18.6	 5.0	 67.0	 5.8

1979	 4	 60.4	 38.6	 35.4	 36.0	 25.1	 2.6

1980	 0	 -	 .	 -

1981	 2	 34.8	 7.2	 16.2	 4.1	 17.9	 3.1

1982	 0	 -	 -	 -	 -

1966-69
2
	13	 33.8	 7.5	 15.2	 4.1	 17.0	 3.4

	

(31.9)	 (2.1)	 (13.6)	 (1.0)	 (19.0)	 (1.1)

1970-82
2

	

34	 73.3	 15.2	 23.7	 9.4	 46.7	 5.8

	

(59.0)	 (8.8)	 (16.1)	 (4.4)	 (35.8)	 (4.9)

1
P is the offer price;	 P

-8 
is the target share price in week -8 relative to the week of the offer announcement;

P	 is the target share price eight weeks 8 after the week of the expiration of the offer; and N 	 is the number of

target shares purchased by the bidder. 	 Disclosure regulations were introduced in January, 1970.

2
Median values in parentheses.



Tab e 6

Ordinary least squares estimates of the effect of the size of the target, the fraction of the target shares

held prior to the offer and purchased by the bidder, the time-period of the offer, whether the offer is public

or private, and the offer outcome on offer premia and abnormal stock returns in 163 cash tender offers for

control, 1962-82.

Model:	 Y = a
o
 + a

l
lnV

T
 + a

2
F
h 

+ a
3
F
p 

+ a
4
D
-70 

+ a D	 + a
6
D
FAIL5 PRIV

Dependent Variable	 a	 a
1	a2	a30

a
4	a5	a6

R
2	 F-value

I. Offer	 premium

1. Total	 offer	 premium,

(P	 -	 P	 )/P

2.31

(4.09)

-0.11

(-3.47)

-0.11

(-0.48)

0.24

(1.12)

-0.34

(-2.66)

-0.40

(-4.13)

0.02

(0.11)

0.20 6.24

8	 8

2. Information-adjusted

premium,

(P	 -	 P
e+8

)/P
e+8

-0.14

(-0.26)

0.01

(0.21)

0.21

(0.93)

0.37

(1.81)

-0.04

(0.32)

-0.06

(-0.71)

0.09

(0.52)

0.03 0.77

3. Information	 effect,

(P
e+8	

-	 P
-8

)/P
-8

2.55

(4.28)

-0.11

(-3.49)

-0.46

(-1.88)

-0.26

(-1.15)

-0.35

(-2.56)

-0.28

(-2.71)

-0.06

(-0.34)

0.14 4.01

11. Abnormal	 stock	 return

4. Target	 firm,

week	 1

0.97

(3.44)

-0.04

(-2.94)

0.01

(0.06)

0.05

(0.44)

-0.06

(-0.96)

-0.16

(-3.28)

-0.02

(-0.19)

0.14 4.03

5. Target	 firm,

weeks	 -8	 through	 e+8

1.32

(2.11)

-0.07

(-2.04)

0.08

(0.33)

0.07

(0.28)

-0.04

(-0.26)

-0.14

(-1.29)

-0.00

(-0.01)

0.05 1.29

6. Bidder	 firm
2

,

0.01	 0.04	 0.45

0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01

week	 1 (0.15) (0.08) (-0.55) (-0.26) (0.30) (-0.34) (0.39

7. Bidder	 firm
2

0.49 -0.02 -0.16 -0.22 -0.06 0.00 -0.03 0.10 1.22

weeks	 -8	 through	 e+8 (2.07) (-1.60) (-1.34) (-1.88) (-0.94) (0.01) (-0.36)



1	

t-statistics are given in parentheses. 	 Variable definitions:

	

P	 = offer price.

P
8
 = target share price eight weeks prior to the offer announcement week.

= target share price eight weeks after expiration of the offer.
e+8

	

InV	 = log of the value of the target firm's total equity in week -8.

F
h
 = fraction of the target shares held by the bidder prior to the offer.

	

F	 = fraction of the target shares purchased by the bidder.

= a dummy variable that equals one if the offer is made before January 1970, and zero
7

p

0
otherwise.

= a dummy variable that equals one if the offer is a private tender offer, and zero
PRIV

otherwise.

= a dummy variable that equals one if the offer failed (as defined in Table 2), and zero
FAIL

otherwise.

2	
The number of listed bidders in this sample of 163 tender offers is 76.



labia 7

Mean (median) offer premia and abnormal returns in public tender offers for control and minority

buyouts, classified by the payment method, 1970-1982.

31 offers for	 29 minority	 12 minority

control; pay-	 12 offers for	 buyouts; pay-	 buyouts; pay-

ment in common	 control; pay-	 sent in cash	 mint in common

Firm/offer characteristic
	 stock	 mint in bonds	 only	 stock

2
I.	 Total offer premium

(P-P..13)/P-8	 (2)	 17.2	 34.9 38.3 9.0

(19.0)	 (55.2) (35.6) (17.1)

(P-P	 )	 (mill.	 franc)	 6.9	 38.2
P	 -8

6.0 5.7

(5.4)	 (15.4) (0.8) (4.0)

3
II.	 Information-adjusted premium and ex post value of option to tender

(P-P0. 8 )/P0. 8	(2)	 22.5	 38.5 9.2 3.2

(20.0)	 (33.7) (6.1) (14.5)

a(P-Pe+8 )/P40, 8	(2)	 21.2	 34.3 9.2 2.7

(17.0)	 (30.9) (6.1) (12.0)

Np (P-P e+8 )	 (mill.	 franc)	 12.4	 54.1 1.4 6.9

(4.8)	 (46.2) (0.2) (1.4)

III.	 Information effect

27.8 7.4
(P.43-P-8)/P-8	 (2)	 -1.1	 -1.8

(0.4)	 (0.3) (22.0) (7.5)

Np (Pe+8 -P-8 )	 (mill.	 franc)	 -5.5	 -15.9 4.5 -1.2

(0.1)	 (0.1) (0.7) (1.3)

4
IV.	 Percent averase abnormal stock return (s-value; 	 percent positive)

Target firm	 week	 1	 5.4	 12.1 28.7 12.1

(6.6;54.8)	 (7.1;60.0) (36.7;85.7) (8.0;66.7)

weeks -8	 3.9	 -0.0 33.2 5.6

through e+8

5
Bidder firm	 week 1

weeks -8

through e+8

(1.2;54.8)

-0.9

(-0.9;34.6)

-3.8

(-0.7;34.6)

(-0.2;60.0)

-1.2

(-1.2;28.6)

-11.8

(-1.3;14.3)

(7.4;89.2)	 (0.7;66.7)

	

-0.8	 -1.1

(-0.5;40.0)	 (-1.1;33.3)

	

-5.6	 -1.0

(-1.0;40.0)	 (-0.6;33.3)



1
See table 4 for the corresponding information on the sample of 34 all-cash public tender offers for

control in the data base after 1969.

2
P is the offer price, P_ 8 is the target price eight weeks prior to the offer announcement, and N is the

number of target shares purchased by the bidder.

3
a(P-P )/P	 is the ex post value of the option to tender, where cm FpIFt* and Pe+8 is the target share

e+8 •+8
price eight weeks after the expiration of the offer.

4
Abnormal returns are computed using the market model described in Table 3. The abnormal return in week 1

is represented by 7 in the market model regression, while the abnormal return over the total event period
3

(-8, +8] is given by the sum of the six event parameters weighted by the total number of weeks in each of

the six subperiods of the total event window.

5 These average abnormal returns are based on 26 publicly traded bidders in the sample of 31 stock offers

for control, 7 bidders in the sample of 12 bond offers, 15 in the sample of 29 cash minority buyouts, and

9 in the sample of 12 stock minority buyouts.



Table 8 

Ordinary	 least	 squares	 estimates	 of	 the	 effect	 of	 the	 size	 of	 the	 target,	 the	 payment	 method,

the	 offer	 outcome,	 and	 whether	 the	 offer	 is	 for	 control	 or	 a	 minority	 buyout	 on	 offer	 premia

and	 abnormal	 stock returns	 in	 139	 public	 tender	 offers	 1970-82.

Model:	 Y	 =	 a	 +	 a
1
InV

T	+
	 a	 0

0	 2	 STOCK
+	 D	 +

3 MBO
a
4
D
FAIL

2
Dependent	 variable a	 a

1	a20
a
3

a
4

F-value

I.	 Offer	 premium

1.	 Total	 offer	 premium 1.30	 -0.04	 -0.39 -0.21 -0.17 0.23 9.84

(P-P	 )/P
-8	 -8

(2.73)	 (-1.33)	 (-5.08) (-2.81) (-1.66)

2.	 Information-adjusted -0.26	 0.03	 -0.00 -0.14 -0.14 0.08 2.74

premium	 (P-Pe+8 -13
-8)/P-8

(-0.74)	 (1.40)	 (-0.03) (-2.39) (-1.81)

3.	 Information	 effect 1.42	 -0.06	 -0.37 -0.10 0.05 0.24 10.36

(P
e+8

-P
-8

)/P
-8

(3.04)	 (-2.12)	 (-4.86) (-1.32) (0.46)

II.	 Abnormal	 stock	 return

4.	 Target	 firm,

week	 1

0.55	 -0.02	 -0.18

(2.17)	 (-1.15)	 (-4.30)

0.05

(1.32)

-0.03

(-0.47)

0.20 8.08

5.	 Target	 firm,

weeks-8	 through	 e+8

0.92	 -0.04	 -0.21

(2.21)	 (-1.57)	 (-3.05)

0.06

(0.85)

-0.13

(-1.46)

0.14 5.41

4
6.	 Bidder	 firm,

week	 1

0.02	 -0.00	 -0.02

(0.27)	 (-0.17)	 (-1.35)

-0.01

(-0.78)

0.00

(0.09)

0.03 0.61

7.	 Bidder	 firm,

weeks-8	 through	 e+8

0.37	 -0.02	 -0.06

(1.32)	 (-1.30)	 (-1.29)

-0.02

(-0.38)

0.02

(0.25)

0.05 1.09



1

2

3

t-statistics are given in parentheses. 	 Variable definitions:

P = offer price.

P
8
 = target share price eight weeks prior to the offer announcement week.

P
e+8 

= target share price eight weeks after expiration of the offer.

LnV T = log of the value of the target firm's total equity in week -8.

= a dummy variable that equals one if the payment method is common stock in the bidder firm or a
STOCK

combination of cash and stock, and zero otherwise.

= a dummy variable that equals one if the offer is a minority buyout, and zero otherwise.
M130

= a dummy variable that equals one if the offer failed (as defined in Table 2), and zero
FAIL

otherwise.

When restricting the regression to the sample of minority buyouts only, excluding D	 and D
L'

coefficient a
2
 becomes -0.32 (t-value of -2.44) when the dependent variable is the total

MB
o
O
 ffer premium

(regression 1), -0.03 (t=-0.33) with the information-adjusted premium as dependent variable (regression 2)

and -0.29 (t=-2.72) with the information effect as dependent variable (regression 3). Thus, the negative

value of a shown in the table is driven by minority buyouts as well as by the tender offers for control.
2

When restricting the regression to cash offers only, excluding D 	
KCOTS	

and 
DFAIL' 

coefficient a 3 becomes-

0.36 (t=-3.12) in the regression 1 (total offer premium), -0.14 (t=-2.31) in regression 2 (information-

adjusted premium), and -0.20 (t=-1.70) in regression 3 (the information effect).

4	
The number of listed bidders in this sample of 139 is 82.



23/1/70

15/3/73;
' d

10/10/73

2/5/75

13/8/78;
f

13/11/78

Table A.1 

Summary of major regulations governing public and private tender offers to purchase shares

of publicly traded firms in France

Date of

Offer
	

regulatory

procedure
	

reform
	

Summary of major restrictions

dimly

I.	 Restrictions on the use of the alternative tender offer procedures 

4/4/66

23/1/70

22/2/72 g

1.1 Regular tender offer

(not available prior

to 4/4/66)

1.2 Minority buyouts

using regular tender

offer procedure (not

available prior to

23/1/70)

1.3 Minority buyouts

using simplified

tender offer procedure

(not available prior

to 22/2/72)

Bidder must (i) hold less than 20% of the target shares prior to the

offer, (ii) seek control over the target (as defined by C.A.C.) and

(iii) use cash as method of payment.

Bidder is allowed to use securities as method of payment.

Bidder's prior holding in target can be greater than 20%.	 However, the

bidder must acquire a majority of the target shares or control.

Bidder must seek control and a minimum of 15% of the target shares.

Bidder must seek control and either (i) at least 10% of the target

shares and 5 million Francs worth of target shares or (ii) at least

20 million Francs worth of target shares.

Bidder must (i) hold at least 50% of the target shares prior to the

offer and (ii) seek 100% of the target shares.

Prior to the offer the bidder must (i) hold at least 90% of the target

shares or (ii) hold all except at most 15,000 of the target shares or

(iii) hold all except at most 2 million Francs worth of target shares.

The bidder must seek 100% of the target.



1.4 Purchases of up to a

minority interest

using the regular

tender offer procedure

(not available prior

15/3/73 
d

10/10/73

13/8/78;f

3/10/78

2/5/75
	

Restrictions (ii) and (iii) above are changed from 15,000 shares to

2,000 shares and from 23 million Francs to 5 million Francs.

13/8/78;
	

Restrictions (i) above is changed from 90% to 67% and restrictions (ii)

3/10/78
	

and (iii) are dropped entirely.

Bidder acquires (i) a minimum of 15% of the target shares and (ii) at

most a minority interest in the'target.

Restriction (i) above is changed from 15% to at least 10% and 5 million

Francs or at least 10 million Francs worth of target shares.	 Use of

securities as method of payment is ruled out.

Any private tender offer executed through a block trade is converted to

a public tender offer for 100% of the target shares at the block trade

price.

1.5	 Privately negotiated	 15/3/73;

controlling-block	 10/10/73

trades (no restrictions

prior to 15/3/73)

11.	 Restrictions in effect white the tender off is outstanding 

2.1	 Regular tender offer

procedure

4/4/66

23/1/70

Minimum offer period is one month.

Bidder has the option to increase the value of the initial bid once by

a minimum of 5% during the first 20 days of the offer period. 	 Competing

bids are allowed up to the day before the expiration day of the initial

offer, in which case the initial bidder is allowed to counterbid.

Competing bids and counterbids must exceed the initial offer by at

least 5%.	 The initial bidder cannot extend the initial expiration day.

Initial bidder can withdraw from offer only if competing bid material-

izes.	 Target shareholders can withdraw already tendered shares only if

competing bidg materializes.	 During the offer period, target forward
and options quotations are suspended and margin on target share forward

trades is lifted to 100%.



2.3 Minority buyouts using
	

22/2/72

the simplified

procedure

2.4 Purchases of up to a	 15/3/73;

minority interest using

the regular tender

offer procedure

2.5 Privately negotiated

controlling-block

trades

15/3/73.

10/10/73 d

15/3/73;
' d

10/10/73

2/5/75

Target share limit orders expire with offer; dealer transactions are

not permitted during offer period; dealers must close existing positions

before expiration of offer; target share trade anonymity is repeated,

all insider trades and trades involving 5% or more of the target shares

are published.

The target firm may not trade during the offer period to "significantly

reinforce" its position in the takeover (i.e., significant share repur-

chases are excluded).

13/8/78;
	

Competing bids are generally allowed only during the first 10 days of

3/10/78 the initial offer period. After the expiration of the initial bid, the

initial bidder must wait at least one year before launching another bid

for the same target shares.

2.2 Minority buyouts using
	

23/1/70	 Same rules as those governing the regular tender offer procedure in

the regular tender
	

general.

offer procedure

No competing bids are allowed during the offer period; the bidder

cannot increase his own bid; no restrictions on trades in the target

shares during the offer period.

Same rules as those governing the regular tender offer procedure in

general.

None of the restrictions governing the regular tender offer procedure,

except that target share margin requirement is raised to 100% during a

15-day mandatory price support period which starts the day of the block

trade. During the price support period, the buyer of the block must

accept all additional target shares tendered to him at the block price.

III. Disclosure rules h

3.1	 Regular tender offer
	

23/1/70
	

Bidders:	 must disclose "all important facts" for shareholders , choice,

procedure	 including the exact motive behind and financing of the offer.



15/3/73;

10/10/73

13/8/78;f

3/10/78

Targets:	 must disclose "all important facts" for shareholder choice,

including the board's recommendation concerning the offer.

Bidders:	 must disclose the issue status of securities offered in an

exchange bid, and, for each security offered, the capital structure,

investment policy over next five years, principal markets and market

shares, subsidiaries and shareholdings, management compensation schemes,

business policy orientation, and sales and earnings forecasts of under-

lying business operation.

Targets:	 must disclose the same information about its capital structure

ownership structure and operations as the bidder must disclose for each

of the securities offered in exchange offer.

Bidders:	 regardless of the method of payment, must disclose its

principal activities and products, share ownership of more than 5%, a

5 year financial report, and sales and earnings forecast.

Targets: no additional requirements (beyond the 1973 rules).

Same disclosure requirements as those governing the regular tender

offer procedure in general.

Same disclosure requirements as those introduced for the regular tender

offer procedure, in 23/1/70.

Same disclosure requirements as those introduced for the regular tender

offer procedure.

Simplified minority buyouts essentially exempted from the additional

disclosure requirement imposed on the regular tender offer procedure.

Same disclosures rules as those governing the regular tender offer

procedures in general.

3.2 Minority buyouts using

regular tender offer

procedure

3.3 Minority buyouts using
	

22/2/72

the simplified offer

procedure

15/3/73;

10/10/73

13/8/78;

13/10/78

3.4 Purchases of up to a
	

15/3/73

minority interest
	

10/10/73

using the regular

tender offer proce



 

13/8/70;

3/10/78

Essentially exempted from all the major disclosure rules governing the

regular tender offer procedure in general.

3.5 Privately negotiated

controlling-block

trades 

No disclosure requirements.

a	 Institutions involved in enforcing the regulations described in this Appendix include the French Stockbrokers'

Association ("Compagnie des Agents de Change" or C.A.C.) and the Stock Exchange commission ("Commission des

Operations de Bourse, " or C.0.8.).	 For all types of offers discussed here, the bidder must obtain prior author

ization to go ahead with the offer from C.A.C. and C.O.B. who verify that the offer complies with existing

regulations.	 C.A.C. judges whether an offer constitutes an attempt to acquire "control". 	 C.A.C. generally

plays the role of auctioneer in the public tender offer, and publicly announces the identity of the bidder and

target firms, the terms of the offer (including revised or competing bids), and (with the exception of privately

negotiated controlling-block trades and simplified minority buyouts) the outcome of the offer.

b	 Letters of April 4, July 6, and November 29, 1966, between C.A.C. and the French Minister of Economics and

Finance.

c	 C.O.B., General Ruling on public tender offers, Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaist (henceforth Journal 

Officiel), January 23, 1970; C.A.C. Addendum to C.A.C. general regulation, Journal °Melilla January 23, 1970.

d	 C.A.C., Addendum to C.A.C. general regulation, Journal Officiel March 15, 1973; C.O.B., Note on the interpreta-

tion and application of C.O.B. General ruling on public tender offers, C.O.B. Monthly Bulletin 46, February

1973; C.O.B., General ruling on controlling-block trades, Journal Officiel	 March 17, 1973; C.A.C., C.A.C.

general regulation, Journal Officiel, August 24, 1973; C.O.B., General instruction on information schedule,

October 1973.

e C.O.B., General ruling on public tender offers, Journal Officiel, May 1, 1975.

f	 C.O.B., General ruling on public cash and exchange offers, Journal Officiel, August 13, 1978; C.O.B., Instructio

concerning the application of rule D5 of C.O.B. general ruling on public tender offers, October 3, 1978.

g C.A.C., Addendum to C.A.C. general regulation, Journal Officiel	 February 11, 1972.

h	 In general, disclosure regulations are enforced by, in particular, assigning the bidder and target management

certain fiduciary responsibilities vis-a-vis their shareholders. 	 Essentially, the rules impose an ex post 

penalty on attempts to release misleading information
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